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Hai lhénguas que to Is dies se muorren i hai lhénguas que to Is dies renácen. 
Hai lhénguas cun sous scritores i hai lhénguas de cuntadores. 
Hai lhénguas que son de muitos, i hai lhénguas que poucos úsan. 
Mas todas eilhas, se son lhénguas de giente, son cumplexas na mesma. 
 

Há línguas que todos os dias se vão e há línguas que renascem dia a dia. 
Há línguas com seus escritores e há línguas de contadores. 
Há línguas que são de muitos, e há línguas que poucos utilizam. 
Mas todas elas, se são línguas de gente, são igualmente complexas. 
 

There are languages that disappear all days and there are languages that reborn every day. 
There are languages with their writers and there are languages of story tellers. 
There are languages that belong to many, and there are languages used by few. 
But all of them, whether they are languages of people, are equally complex. 
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Abstract 

In the North-Eastern region of the Portuguese country, near the Spanish border, 

an interesting linguistic isolate disrupts the linguistic homogeneity of Portugal. These 

linguistic variants, known as Leonese dialects, can be found scattered throughout this 

region. Among them, the Mirandês, restricted to Miranda do Douro municipality, is the 

most spoken and widespread dialectal variant. The reasons of its presence and 

maintenance in the Portuguese country are still unclear. However, the historical 

affinities with the Leonese speakers from the other side of the border, throughout the 

centuries and probably even before the establishment of the Kingdom of Leon, might 

have contributed to the establishment of these dialects in the area. Nevertheless, the 

intrinsic geographic and social isolation of the region from the other Portuguese regions 

until recent times seems to have prevented the linguistic substitution of the dialect for 

the Portuguese official language. These dialects and their speakers still represent an 

interesting case study for Linguists and Historians. This study aims to explore a new 

perspective, analysing the correlation between the former historical and social 

knowledge of the dialects, as well as its geographic location, and the genetic 

composition of the speakers. Moreover, it intends to explore if a pattern of population 

substructure exists, which could have implications on future forensic analysis 

concerning the region. A random sample of 58 unrelated males from Miranda do Douro 

municipality was screened for a set of 26 Y-chromosome specific binary markers, 

which were hierarchically typed, as well as for 17 Y-STR loci (AmpFℓSTR Yfiler). For 

comparison purposes, we also used the available data from surrounding populations to 

performed inter-population analysis, such as genetic distances, but also in order to 

place in context the Miranda do Douro intra-population diversity. In Miranda, 10 

different haplogroups were identified, with R1* (M173) achieving a high frequency, as 

expected for a Western European population. Inside R1*, the R1b1 (P25) presented 

the highest value (69% of our samples). The presence of high frequencies of J (12f2a) 

and T (M70), both accounting for 10.4% of male lineages in Miranda, which are also 

found at high frequencies in Jewish populations, and the detected phylogenetic 

relationship with the latter populations, pointed out a noteworthy Jewish contribution to 

the Miranda do Douro gene pool. Remarkably, the high gene diversities values 

observed in Miranda did not fully support the expectation for an isolated population, 

reflecting the genetic heterogeneity of the region. Miranda, seems to be an admixture 

region, revealing a contribution of the neighbours Leonese speakers, but also of gene 

flow between other populations, such as Portuguese and crypto-Jewish communities. 

Keywords: Leonese dialects, Miranda do Douro, Y chromosome, Y-SNP and Y-STR.
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Resumo 

Na região Nordeste de Portugal, próximo da fronteira com Espanha, a 

homogeneidade linguística do país é interrompida por um interessante isolamento 

linguístico. Estas variantes linguísticas, conhecidas como dialetos Leoneses, 

encontram-se dispersas por esta região. Entre elas, o Mirandês, maioritariamente 

confinado ao município de Miranda do Douro, é a variante dialetal mais falada e 

disseminada. As razões da sua presença e prevalência no território português são 

ainda pouco claras. Contudo, as afinidades históricas com o Leonês, do lado oposto 

da fronteira, ao longo dos séculos e provavelmente mesmo antes da fundação do 

Reino de Leão, podem ter contribuído para o estabelecimento destes dialetos na área. 

Além do mais, o seu isolamento geográfico e social face às restantes regiões 

portuguesas, até recentemente, parece ter prevenido a sua substituição pela língua 

oficial portuguesa. Estes dialetos e as pessoas que os falam representam um caso de 

estudo atrativo para linguistas e historiadores. Assim, este trabalho, tem o objetivo de 

explorar uma nova perspetiva, que correlacione o conhecimento histórico e social dos 

dialetos e a sua localização geográfica, com a componente genética dos seus 

oradores. Pretende ainda explorar a presença de um padrão de subestruturação 

populacional que, caso se confirme, terá implicações nas análises forenses futuras 

desta região. Para tal, uma amostragem aleatória de 58 homens, não aparentados, do 

município de Miranda foi tipada, hierarquicamente, para um conjunto de 26 

marcadores bialélicos do cromossoma Y, assim como para 17 STR loci (AmpFℓSTR 

Yfiler). Para efeitos de comparação, foram também utilizados dados provenientes de 

populações vizinhas, com o objetivo de se executarem análises intrapopulacionais, por 

exemplo, de distâncias genéticas, mas também com a finalidade de se contextualizar a 

diversidade intrapopulacional de Miranda. Ao todo, foram identificados 10 haplogrupos 

distintos, sendo que, como esperado para uma população da Europa ocidental, o 

haplogrupo R1* (M173) atingiu uma frequência elevada. Dentro do R1*, o R1b1 (P25) 

apresentou a frequência mais elevada (69%). A presença de frequências 

consideráveis dos haplogrupos J (12f2a) e T (M70), ambos com 10.4% das linhagens 

masculinas Mirandesas, que também são bastante comuns em populações Judaicas, 

e a relação filogenética que foi encontrada entre as populações acima mencionadas, 

demonstraram uma contribuição Judaica relevante no fundo genético de Miranda. 

Notavelmente, os elevados valores de diversidade genética que foram observados não 

correspondem ao que seria de esperar para uma população isolada, refletindo, a 

heterogeneidade da região. Miranda, aparenta ser uma região de mistura. Nesta foi 
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demonstrada a contribuição genética dos vizinhos Leoneses, mas também a influência 

de outras populações, como a população Portuguesa e a comunidade Judaica. 

Palavras-chave: Dialetos Leoneses, Miranda do Douro, Cromossoma Y, Y-SNP e Y-STR. 
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1. Phylogeography and Population genetics 

Phylogeography, defined as the study of processes that may be responsible for 

the contemporary geographic distributions of gene lineages, is one of the most 

integrative disciplines in Biology, comprised from fields as diverse as Archaeology, 

History or even Linguistics, just naming a few. Its terminology was first described in 

1987 with the seminal review paper of Avise and colleagues (Avise et al., 1987), with 

the aim to unite evolutionary biologists in the dissimilar fields of Phylogenetics and 

Population Genetics (Hickerson et al., 2010). 

As a theoretical discipline, Population Genetics started in the 1930’s (Hedrick, 

2009), with the works of Fisher (Fisher, 1930), Wright (Wright, 1931) and Haldane 

(Haldane, 1932). These authors provided the first theoretical foundations of this new 

science, even without the support of any direct genetic experimental data (Wakeley, 

2004). 

Population Genetics deals with the study of genetic variation at both intra and 

inter-population levels. This variation is generated by mutations and shaped by 

evolutionary factors such as natural selection, genetic drift or gene flow (migration) 

(Relethford and Harding, 2001), which are highly influenced by historical or 

demographic circumstances (Chakravarti, 1999). Therefore, population genetics aims 

to understand which are the driving forces responsible for variation over time, and to 

interpret how occurred the accumulation of genetic diversity (allelic diversity) leading to 

its distribution in the current human landscape, or, by other words, which were the 

events responsible for those patterns (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 2003, Relethford 

and Harding, 2001).  

Genetic variation is defined by discrete genetic changes across the human 

genome. Throughout the last 30 years, in simultaneous with the discovery of new 

genetic markers, new techniques and software’s for data analysis were developed, 

giving important contributions to unveil patterns of genetic variation in populations and 

underlying processes (Hedrick, 2009). 
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The ABO blood group system was the first human genetic marker characterized. 

This genetic system was initially described by the Austrian scientist Karl Landsteiner in 

1900 (Landsteiner, 1900). Soon after, in 1910, its Mendelian inheritance was 

demonstrated (von Dungern and Hirszfeld, 1910), but only nine years later Hirszfeld 

and Hirszfeld provided evidence of the wide variation in allele frequencies across 

different human populations (Hirszfeld and Hirszfeld, 1919). After the ABO blood group, 

whose detection was based on cellular and serological tests, many other serological 

polymorphisms were scrutinized in parallel to another kind of markers examined 

through their gene product analysis, such as serum protein and red cell isozyme 

polymorphisms. These markers are usually referred to as classical polymorphisms, to 

distinguish them from those studied by direct DNA testing. 

Advances in molecular screening techniques paved the way to the direct analysis 

of the nuclear and mitochondrial DNA (Cavalli-Sforza, 1998). One of the most 

important progresses was the development of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

technique, by Mullis, in 1986 (Mullis et al., 1986). This breakthrough revolutionized the 

genomic studies potentiating the discovery of new genetic markers, as well as the use 

of small amounts of DNA.  

Currently, a wide range of DNA polymorphisms are available and well 

characterized. Those with more widespread use are the Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphisms (SNPs), Indels (insertions and deletions), and Microsatellites, also 

known as Short tandem Repeats (STRs). The choice of a particular set of genetic 

markers depends on the purpose of each study. Often, however, the combined use of 

more than one kind of markers can provide different perspectives of the same issue, 

and thus increase the sensitivity of the analysis (Sunnucks, 2000).  

Besides the range of DNA polymorphisms, it is also important to pay attention to 

the transmission properties of the genetic systems, in order to select them suitably. 

Two types of genetic systems can be defined according to their mode of 

inheritance: i) Subjected to recombination, like those from the nuclear DNA located at 

the autosomes and the sex X chromosome; and ii) Not-subjected to recombination, 

including those contained in the haploid mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and in the non-

recombining region of the Y chromosome (Male Specific region of Y chromosome 

(MSY)). Their different characteristics endow these markers with distinct advantages 

and limitations that need to be taken into account when being analysed. 
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1.1 Uniparental markers  

The great majority of population studies, specially the phylogeographic ones, are 

performed through the analysis of uniparentally transmitted genetic markers, including 

those located at the mtDNA and the MSY. These types of genetic systems, unlike the 

autosomes, are transmitted from generation to generation without variation, unless a 

mutation occurs (Cavalli-Sforza, 1998). Although this feature makes them not 

appropriated to individual discrimination, it represents a remarkable advantage to 

population ancestry studies. These unique characteristics unlock the tracing of 

maternal and paternal lineages, through mtDNA and MSY, respectively. Furthermore, 

combining both systems the influence of sex-mediated processes in population history 

and demographic events can also be evaluated (Figure 1). 

Due to their haploid condition, these systems present a low effective population 

size, a quarter when compare to autosomes (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 2003), being 

therefore more susceptible to some demographic events, such as genetic drift and 

founder effects (Underhill et al., 2001). Consequently, they became the markers of 

choice for disentangling the underlying substructure in populations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 – Uniparental mode of inheritance. The mtDNA and MSY are passed through generations 

escaping from meiotic recombination, being transmitted in a single block (haploid) (Adapted from 

https://genographic.nationalgeographic.com). 

 

 

 

(MSY) 
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2. Y chromosome 

For the lay public, the Y chromosome is a masculinity marker (maleness 

determinant), being the chromosome that defines a man. However, for scientists, more 

than a simple male determinant, it is a piece of knowledge, which can be used in an 

abundant range of genetic areas and for several different purposes. From Medicine, to 

Population Genetics, through Forensics, the Y chromosome has revealed to be an 

outstanding source of genetic information, as nowadays is recognised within the 

scientific community. 

 

2.1 Origin and structure 

Despite the current considerable differences between the two human sex 

chromosomes (X and Y), their origin was the same. They arose from one pair of 

homologous autosomes (Ohno, 1968), which proceed distinct evolutionary routes 

leading to the large level of differentiation nowadays observed between the X and the 

Y. Evidences exist indicating that the normal meiotic recombination between the proto-

chromosomes was progressively suppressed, and as a consequence the Y 

chromosome was degenerated. 

The loss of recombination, that comprises 95% of the actual Y chromosome, was 

likely a stepwise process starting with the acquisition of the sex determining gene 

(SRY) in one of the autosome pair (Charlesworth, 1991, Ohno, 1968). Subsequently, 

other advantageous genes in males were accumulated, as well as, several mutations, 

such as inversions, insertions and deletions, near to this region, resulting in a steady 

enlargement of the non-recombining region (Graves, 2006) (Figure 2). The lack of 

recombination along with the action of evolutionary forces resulted in the progressive 

degradation of the Y chromosome. A higher mutation rate in the testis, the inefficient 

selection, and the stronger drift effects in Y chromosome, were probably key factors 

responsible for the deeper genetic differentiation among the two human sex 
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chromosomes (Waters et al., 2007). In fact, most of the Y genomic background 

remains from the proto-chromosomes, displaying a large similarity with X genes, but 

others regions were added by different mechanisms (Graves, 2006).  

Regarding the Y structure, the large non-recombining region of the Y 

chromosome, recently coined as MSY (because although not recombined in meiosis, it 

is often involved in intra-chromosomal recombination) contains two different portions, 

the euchromatic and the heterochromatic. Specifically, in the euchromatic region, 

sequences can be divided into three classes: i) X-degenerated; ii) X-transposed; and 

iii) Ampliconic regions (Figure 3). The X-degenerated regions are remnants of the 

ancient autosomes, from which X and Y originated, and are largely composed by single 

copy genes. A major portion of these genes is ubiquitously expressed. On the other 

hand, X-transposed regions were originated from an X to Y transposition and therefore 

possess a high degree of X-Y similarity, even nowadays. As for the ampliconic regions, 

they encompass large sequence units with a high intra-chromosomal identity between 

them. Moreover, a large portion of these amplicons has a palindromic arrangement, 

were gene conversion or intra-chromosomal recombination is highly frequent (Hughes 

et al., 2010, Skaletsky et al., 2003). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 – Evolution of the Y chromosome. (A) X and Y differentiation started with the acquisition of the 

SRY by one of these chromosomes. Afterwards, the successive accumulation of male advantage genes 

and subsequent lost recombination led to mutation and deletion events and consequently to the 

degradation of Y chromosome. (B) The continuous degradation of the Y chromosome conducted the loss 

or inactivation (white) of most of the genes. However, some remain active (purple) and others acquired 

male-specific functions (dark blue), being many of them even amplified, preventing, in that way, 

degradation. Other event like the transposition of genes from autosomes also occurred (orange), being 

responsible for the entrance of new genes. (Adapted from (Graves, 2006)). 
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Two segments in the Y chromosome, known as the pseudoautosomal regions 

(PAR) still present recombination with homologous regions in the X (Figure 3). These 

regions are imperative in male meiosis, enabling chromosome alignment. Their 

presences also support the autosomal origin for the X and Y chromosomes. (Blaschke 

and Rappold, 2006).  

 

    

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Y chromosome structure. A general division can be made from a structural point of view, 

being Y composed by a short (Yp) and a long arm (Yq), split by a centromeric region (cen), or by 

recombination, dividing the Y chromosome in the MSY region, where meiotic recombination does not 

occur and in pseudoautosomal regions, here X-Y recombined. Furthermore, inside the MSY a euchromatic 

and a heterochromatic region can also be distinguished. The euchromatic is also composed by ampliconic, 

X-degenerated and X-transposed regions (Adapted from (Hughes et al., 2010)).  

 

2.2 Characteristics  

The singularity of Y chromosome arises from its particular characteristics, 

whether structural or functional. 

It represents the paternal lineage of an individual, given that it is exclusively 

transmitted from fathers to their sons. Besides its haploid nature, the lack of 

recombination on the great majority of the chromosome (MSY) turns it a block of 

transmission through the offspring. Nevertheless, the Y chromosome is subjected to 

another form of recombination, gene conversion between paralogues, which is an 

extremely frequent process (Jobling and Tyler-Smith, 2003). However, when its 

absence of recombination is considered throughout this work it is only correlated with 

meiotic recombination and specifically to MSY region. As a result, the only source of 

variation from generation to generation is the occurrence of mutations that the 

chromosome has been accumulating over time. Consequently, it conserves a simple 

record of Y history (Francalacci and Sanna, 2008, Jobling and Tyler-Smith, 2003). 

The effective population size of the Y chromosome is low, one-quarter of 

autosomes, once in a population of size N, with equal number of females and males, 

there is one copy (N) of each Y chromosome (MSY), or mtDNA, for three copies of X 

chromosomes (3N) and four of autosomes (4N) (Novelletto, 2007). Due to this 

diminished value, the chromosome is very prone to genetic drift, which has its reflection 

PAR 1  PAR 2 
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in a reduced diversity comparatively to the X or autosomes. Furthermore, since genetic 

drift is an accelerator of population differentiation, this property is one the most 

remarkable advantages of the Y, specifically to study population divergence over time 

(Jobling and Tyler-Smith, 2003). 

Another important characteristic is the higher mutation rate of the Y chromosome 

in comparison to the rest of the nuclear genome. The more likely explanation relies on 

the distinguishing proprieties of female and male gametogenesis, with the male one 

implying more cell divisions per generation than the oogenesis. As the Y chromosome 

only passes through the male germline, it can accumulate more mutations than the 

chromosomes undergoing female or male gametogenesis (Jobling and Tyler-Smith, 

1995).  

 

2.3 Polymorphisms 

Distinct kinds of polymorphisms are present in this chromosome, each one with 

their particular characteristics, making possible a wide-range of analyses. They can be 

grouped in two main classes: i) Bi-allelic markers, including SNPs, the Alu sequence 

insertion and Indels (Insertions/Deletions); and ii) Multi-allelic markers, being the STRs 

the most common ones (Butler, 2005). 

 

2.3.1 Bi-allelic markers  

The discovery of the first Y bi-allelic marker (Hammer, 1994), the Alu element 

insertion (YAP, for Y chromosome Alu polymorphism), was followed by several new 

detections, being currently published a massive amount of these polymorphisms. The 

SNPs are the most abundant class of polymorphisms in the human genome (Butler, 

2005), being structurally characterized by differences in a single nucleotide base 

(Figure 4). Normally these markers exhibit only two alleles, reason why they are called 

bi-allelic polymorphisms, although some exceptions exist (Goodwin et al., 2007). When 

only two alleles are present, one is the ancestral form, from which the other, the 

derived allele, arose due to mutation. Since the frequency of this type of mutation is 

very low, approximately 10-8 per base per generation (Butler, 2003), it is usually 

presumed that the derived allele results from a unique event, given that recurrent 

mutations are extremely rare (Underhill et al., 2000).   
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Figure 4 – SNP and STR structure. The SNP is usually characterized by the change in one position. In 

this example, occurred an alteration from G (Guanine) to A (Adenine), in sample 3. Contrariwise, the STR 

is concerning to an alteration of the number of repeat units, being named depending of its value. In this 

example the sample 1, for this marker, represent an allele 8, since the unit in consideration (TCTA) is 

repeated eight times. Likewise, the sample 2 and 3, correspond to the allele 9 and 10, respectively. 

 

2.3.2 STRs 

The human genome is largely occupied by repetitive sequences, spread 

throughout all autosomes and sex chromosomes, with a lot of different sizes and 

repeat units (Goodwin et al., 2007). Among these sequences, the STRs are the most 

commonly used in Population and Forensic Genetics. They are named according to 

their number of repeat motifs, which can comprise, in average, 2 to 6 base pairs (bp) of 

length (Figure 4). Another important characteristic is their high mutation rate (superior 

to that of SNPs) and, as a consequence, the common multiallelism. Due to these 

features, STRs have a high discrimination power between individuals, being therefore, 

highly valuable for identification. They also combine other advantages, essential for 

their use in these fields, for example, STR typing can be carried out using rather 

sensitive and simple techniques, and using multiplex systems (amplification of a large 

amount of loci simultaneously) (Butler, 2005, Goodwin et al., 2007). 

The main mutational mechanism of STRs is a consequence of DNA replication 

slippage, which can lead to gain or loss of the number of repeat units. Most STRs show 

patterns of allele distribution compatible with the stepwise mutation model (SMM), 

according to which one repeat change per mutation is accumulated (Huang et al., 

2002, Ohta and Kimura, 1973). However, the STR mutation rate depends on other 

factors, such as the number or type of their repeat units (Schlötterer, 2000).   

In the Y chromosome, the first STR locus described was the DSY19 (Roewer et 

al., 1992), but soon after, many other were reported. Currently, in the forensic field, it is 

recommended to use a minimal haplotype set defined by the following STRs: DYS19, 

DYS389I, DYS389II, DYS390, DYS391, DYS392, DYS393, DYS385a/b (Pascali et al., 

1999, Kayser et al., 1997). However, to achieve a higher discriminative power, this set 

can be complemented with other STRs. 

SNP STR 

Sample 1       A GT G GGC TC GTC TA TCTATC TATCTA TC TATC TA TCTATC TA  

Sample 2       A GT G GGC TC GTC TA TCTATC TATCTA TC TATC TA TCTATC TATCTA  

Sample 3       A GT A GGC TC GTC TA TCTATC TATC TATC TATCTA TCTA TCTATC TATC TA   
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Nowadays, in the Y Chromosome Haplotype Reference Database (YHRD), a 

reference anonymous database developed for the forensic community, the loci 

available range from 7 to 23 STRs. It comprises the minimal haplotype recommended, 

but also the maximum number of loci amplified in commercial kits, such as the Yfiler 

commercial kit, from Applied Biosystems, with 17 amplified loci (Table 12).  

 

2.4 Applications  

The Y chromosome is a rich source of genetic information, providing important 

insights in many different fields. Regarding medicine its study has been used to 

understand genetic diseases or impaired biological processes, in special those 

referring to spermatogenesis. For instance, it is now known that the main source of 

male infertility is due to MSY deletions, caused by intra-chromosomal recombination 

(Skaletsky et al., 2003). 

In forensic and paternity analysis, this genetic system can be very useful in 

particular cases. When the available information for autosomal markers is limited, Y-

chromosomal markers can aid to solve some investigations that otherwise would 

remain unanswered, despite the lesser discriminatory power comparatively to 

autosomal markers. The study of Y chromosome is becoming commonly applied in 

cases of sexual assault, when the aggressor is a man and the victim a woman and a 

mixed sample of both contributors is under examination. In this situation the genetic 

profile of the aggressor can be easily isolated from the female background. Also in 

cases of a multiple rape, the analysis of the Y chromosome can lead to the detection of 

the number of perpetrators involved through the discrimination of more than one profile, 

only failing if a paternal kinship between the aggressors exists (Goodwin et al., 2007, 

Jobling et al., 1997). Likewise, in a paternity test the use of Y chromosome might be 

crucial in incomplete cases. For instance, when the sample of an alleged father is not 

available, his paternal parents can be tested to search for exclusions (Goodwin et al., 

2007). 

However, despite its important application in medical and forensic studies its 

usefulness goes further. The potential of the analysis of the Y chromosome in 

population genetics and phylogeography has been demonstrated for many years, from 

human evolution studies to the history of populations.  

Moreover, the previous areas can be linked together. Population genetics and 

phylogeography can even contribute to medical and forensic studies. As an example, a 

common forensic investigation involves, for instance, comparison between crime scene 
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samples against those from suspects or victims, or paternity and other kinship tests 

(Goodwin et al., 2007). In any of these cases random match probabilities need to be 

determined, which requires the estimation of the frequency of the obtained profile in a 

reference population. Hence, some knowledge of population genetic composition is 

needed, what explains the strong investment in the creation of large and well 

representative databases from several different populations, including for markers 

commonly used in phylogeographic studies (Goodwin et al., 2007). 

 

2.5 Y-Phylogeography 

The bi-allelic polymorphisms of the Y chromosome define haplotypes (Underhill 

and Kivisild, 2007) which can be clustered into the same clade, or haplogroup, 

according to the shared polymorphisms. Moreover, it is possible to construct parsimony 

phylogenetic trees of the existing Y-haplogroups, representing the evolutionary 

relationship between the different groups of lineages based on the particular set of 

mutations defining them. In the last few years, as new bi-allelic polymorphisms of the Y 

chromosome were discovered, we assisted to a progressive increase in the resolution 

of the Y genetic tree. The standardization of the Y chromosome tree nomenclature, 

achieved with the establishment of rules for a systematically and unambiguous 

labelling of different clades, represented a fundamental step to make easier the naming 

of newly identified haplogroups, and thereby the sharing of data (Jobling, 2001). 

Currently, the international research community consensually adopted the Y 

haplogroup tree nomenclature’ rules provided by the Y Chromosome Consortium, lastly 

revised by Karafet and co-workers (Karafet et al., 2008). 

The distribution of Y haplogroups across populations is not random, but on the 

contrary, it is characterized by high levels of geographic specificity (Jobling, 2001). 

Accordingly, among different kind of genetic markers, Y-SNPs are revealing the 

strongest level of geographic differentiation at a worldwide scale, a finding that has 

been interpreted as a sign of a general trend to patrilocal culture, in which the wife 

changes to the husbands birthplace, instead of the opposite (Seielstad et al., 1998).  

Although the available SNPs already provide a high level of resolution of the Y-

phylogenetic tree, the analysis of particular haplogroups or its branches can be further 

dissected through the use of STRs. Due to the high mutability, it is being impossible to 

obtain a reliable global phylogeny of STR-defined haplotypes. However, the analysis of 

STRs within SNP-defined haplogroups can be importantly used to estimate their 

variability and additionally to genetically date their origin (King and Jobling, 2009). 
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Since a new SNP arises by a unique mutational event in a given Y-STR background, 

after the emergence of the nucleotide change STR variation begins to accumulate as 

time goes on, and therefore, the current day STR variation can be used to estimate the 

date of the node defined by the SNP/haplogroup (Jobling and Tyler-Smith, 2003). 

Moreover, the specific characteristics of STRs render them an especially useful 

tool for the study of relatively recent events. In fact, while the low mutation rate of the 

SNPs made them appropriate for addressing ancient aspects of population histories, 

such as those going back to Pre-Neolithic and Neolithic times, the study of more recent 

events can benefit from a deeper analysis within certain haplogroups, whose resolution 

can be increased with the use of proper STRs (Novelletto, 2007). 

 

2.5.1 Micro-phylogeographic studies 

Although a great part of population studies relies on large geographical and time 

scales, such as Neolithic migrations or Post-Glacial population expansions and their 

impacts in the European genetic landscape, the investigation of more recent events 

influencing restricted regions has achieved an important position. Even in a micro-

geographical scale, a high degree of differentiation can be observed among closer 

populations, if the correct set of markers and sampling method is employed (Novelletto, 

2007). 

Throughout Europe a large range of Y micro-phylogeographic studies have 

already been done (Francalacci et al., 2003, Helgason et al., 2000, Raitio et al., 2001), 

which contributed to a deeper knowledge of its broad patterns of genetic diversity. A 

considerably proportion of these studies focused the Iberian Peninsula (Adams et al., 

2008, Alonso et al., 2005, Nogueiro et al., 2010, Gusmão et al., 2008) and all of them 

added insights into a better understanding of its past history. For instance, the high 

frequency of the R1 haplogroup in the north of the Peninsula, in regions such as the 

Basque country and Pyrenees, shows evidence of re-expansion from Southern refugia 

after the Last Glacial Maximum (Bosch et al., 2001, Semino et al., 2000). However, the 

significant presence in Europe of the E haplogroup, with E1b1b1a (M78) mainly 

represented in the Mediterranean coast line, while E1b1b1b (M81) is spread all over 

the Peninsula, can be a genetic signature of a more recent event, namely, the past 

Muslim domination (Adams et al., 2008, Bosch et al., 2001, Semino et al., 2004). 

The presence in Europe of populations with different cultures and peculiar 

genetic backgrounds, such as Gypsies (Gusmão et al., 2008) and Jewish (Adams et 

al., 2008, Nogueiro et al., 2010) has also been well documented. In fact, genetic 
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affinities between populations differing by religious or cultural features were often 

investigated in previous studies. Among the cultural criteria used to define populations, 

language was commonly applied, with the aim to evaluate the genetic, linguistic and 

historical relationships (Alonso et al., 2005, Calafell and Bertranpetit, 1994, Cavalli-

Sforza et al., 1988, Zerjal et al., 2001), such as in the case of the Basques that speak a 

language probably of pre-Indo-European origin (Alonso et al., 2005). 

Concerning the existing languages, certain heterogeneity can be found in the 

Iberian Peninsula. Apart from the well-defined languages, such as the Portuguese and 

Castilian, a number of complex linguistic variants remain scattered throughout the 

Peninsula. The Astur-Leonese, which spans from the Spanish province of Asturias to 

the North-western region of Extremadura; and the Navarro-Aragonese, at the south of 

the Pyrenees are two examples of North Iberian dialectical variants. Moreover, in each 

of these linguistic groups, different branches can be distinguished. For instance, the 

Leonese dialects, included in the Astur-Leonese group, are spoken in some regions of 

León and Zamora, but also, in a small Portuguese area adjacent to Spain, where the 

dialect spoken is the Mirandês (García Alvarez, 1983, Lagares, 2011). Besides the 

distinctive linguistic background, a long-lasting historical connection exists between 

regions that still maintain Leonese dialects, which might be linked with their linguistic 

affinities. Due to these peculiarities the regions become an interesting object of study. 
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3. Leonese dialects in Portugal 

Portuguese is commonly recognized by linguists as a homogeneous language. 

The existence of some characteristic accents from different regions of Portugal, does 

not imply that these populations are unable to understand and communicate with each 

other (Czopek, 2008). However, in the North-eastern region of the country, centred in 

the Bragança district and near to the Spanish border, a small linguistic isolate exists, 

which disrupts the linguistic uniformity of the country (Figure 5). People from this area 

speak particular dialects that are not varieties of the Portuguese language, being, in 

general bilingual (Portuguese) or even trilingual (Portuguese and Castilian) (Martins, 

2010). 

 

  

 

 

  

   

 

 

Figure 5 – Leonese dialects distribution in Portugal. Most of the speakers communities are located in 

the Miranda do Douro municipality. However, they are also present in two populations from Vimioso 

region, Vilar Seco and Angueira (illustrated by the blue areas out of the white dashed border line of 

Miranda do Douro municipality), and in four populations from Bragança (Orange area). 

 

The presence of particular dialects in the area were described for the first time by 

Leite de Vasconcelos (Vasconcelos, 1882), in the late 19th century, but until then the 

dialects were almost unknown by the Portuguese who did not lived in the neighbouring 

Vimioso 
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areas of the region. This author was also the first to provide some insights regarding 

their origin, being responsible for their current linguistic affiliation to the Leonese 

language. 

Among the Leonese dialects spoken in the region, the Mirandês is the most 

widespread, covering approximately the area of the Miranda do Douro municipality. 

Within the Mirandês a dialectal variant - the Sendinês, is recognized in Sendim, one of 

the parishes of Miranda do Douro. The remaining Leonese dialects also found in the 

Bragança district, are spoken in the parishes of Rio de Onor, Guadramil, Petisqueira 

and Deilão (de Moura Santos, 1967) (Figure 5). It is important to point out that the 

speakers of these dialects are mainly confined to rural communities. In more urban 

regions Leonese dialects were practically extinguished, as has occurred in the town of 

Miranda do Douro (Mourinho, 1987). 

 

3.1 The region of Miranda do Douro 

Miranda do Douro (in short Miranda) is a northern Portuguese municipality whose 

capital town has the same name. It belongs to the Bragança district and is a part of the 

sub-region of Trás-os-Montes. The municipality, with an extension of 484.08 Km2, is 

bordered at southwest and northwest by the Portuguese municipalities of Mogadouro 

and Vimioso, respectively. The northeast and southeast portions of Miranda are 

bounded by the river Douro, which acts as a natural barrier to the neighbour Spanish 

province of Zamora (Figure 5). 

Miranda belongs to the Portuguese territory since the 12th century (Barros 

Ferreira, 2001). However, it emerged as a village, as a result of the Alcañices treaty, 

between the Portuguese king D. Dinis and the Spanish king Fernando IV, in 1289. 

Afterwards, Miranda progressively became one of the most important villages of Trás-

os-Montes and in 1545 D. João III gave it the title of city and made it the first diocese of 

that region (Meirinhos, 2000). However, the history of Miranda do Douro goes back in 

time. Some archaeological evidences indicate the presence of Paleolithic and 

Mesolithic settlements through the Douro valley. Likewise, some signs of the Neolithic 

period can be found in several mounds and petroglyphs, through the region (Meirinhos, 

2000). 

Despite an ancient human occupation of the territory encompassing Miranda, the 

population size has always remained low, even nowadays. According to the 2011 

census, Miranda has 7482 residents and a population density of 15.4 residents/Km2. 

Compared with previous census, the size has been progressively decreasing since 
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1960 (Figure 6). In 1780 the Miranda diocese moved to Bragança. Later, the 

industrialization of the 19th century had scarce impact in Miranda. The municipality 

continued with the same regional and traditional mode of production not dependent of 

industrial machinery, and with a very slow population growth (Meirinhos, 2000). Only in 

the 50’s of the 20
th
 century, the construction of the Miranda and Picote dams brought a 

new economic and social improvement to the region, which was accompanied by a 

substantial population growth in the 50’s decade. Soon, however, it was followed by a 

continuous decrease still visible nowadays (Figure 6), which can be partially explained 

by a flux of emigration to different urban centres or even to other countries. Within 

Miranda, the decrease in the number of residents in small parishes was followed by a 

slight population growth in Miranda city, a fact that supports the transition trend from 

rural to urban environments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6 –  Resident population of Miranda do Douro municipality between 1864 and 2011. Data from 

the Portuguese decennial population cens us is available at http://www.ine.pt/. Besides the Miranda 

municipality, five more parishes were also represented.  

 

3.2 The origin of Leonese dialects 

The Astur-leonese language, commonly referred just as Leonese, had its origin in 

Latin, the language that was introduced in the Iberian Peninsula in 218 BCE by the 

Romans (Penny, 2002). At the end of the Roman Empire period, in 409 CE, several 

succeeding invasions occurred. The Suebi established their kingdom in the Roman 

province of Gallaecia (nowadays largely occupied by the Spanish autonomous 

community of Galicia and the north of Portugal) taking possession over many important 

Roman centres, such as Asturica Augusta (Astorga, Leon, Spain) and Bracara Augusta 
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(Braga, Portugal) (Mateo, 2009). Later on, in 585 CE, the Visigoth tribes entered into 

the Peninsula and established their settlement, after integrated the Suebi kingdom. 

However, the stability was again shaken in 711 CE by the Muslin invasion, which 

conquered almost the entire Peninsula. Yet, a Christian nucleus in the north resisted to 

the Muslim rule, and in 722 a Christian Reconquista starting in the northern region 

extended progressively southwards, being accompanied by a continuous formation of 

new frontiers (Penny, 2002). During these succeeding territorial borders reshaping, the 

Latin remained the major language, but the continuous contact with other languages 

led inevitably to the differential evolution of Latin in each region formed after the 

Christian Reconquista. As a result, Romanic languages emerged with markedly 

differences among them, being this differentiation perceptible since the final part of the 

8th century (García Alvarez, 1983, Penny, 2002). 

In the newly formed kingdom of Leon, the Leonese language would begin to 

consolidate as one of the Latin variants of the Iberian Peninsula. By the 12th century 

the Leonese kingdom, and the Leonese language, covered a very substantial area of 

the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 7A). However, with the expansion of the Castilian in 

Spain, this language started to fade out, remaining only in the dialectical forms in some 

remote areas (García Alvarez, 1983). The same situation occurred in the Portuguese 

territory under the Leonese Kingdom influence, where the Leonese was progressively 

replaced by the Portuguese language (Figure 7B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7  – Evolution of Leonese in the Iberian Peninsula over time. (A) Between the 12
th
-13

th
 

centuries the Leonese language (blue) attained its largest area of prevalence. (B)  Nowadays the Leonese 

dialects are confined to a much smaller territory (blue area) and its clearly depicted decrease was 

attributed to the flourishing of both, Portuguese and Castilian languages. Figure adapted from García 

Alvarez, 1983  (García Alvarez, 1983). 

 

The correlation between the dialects found in the Portuguese district of Bragança 

with those Leonese dialects spoken in Spain was definitely established in the 

B A 
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Menendez Pidal work (Menéndez, 1962). Their presence in the Portuguese territory 

has been explained by a combination of historical events, but mainly, as a 

consequence of the large influence of the Leonese ecclesiastic institutions in the region 

(García Alvarez, 1983). Indeed, throughout the centuries, from the roman period to the 

15
th
 century, this Portuguese region frequently remained under the regulation of the 

same ecclesiastical organization as that of the later created Kingdom of Leon.  

 

 

3.3 Leonese dialects in Portugal – The influence of past events 

The existence of the Leonese dialects in Portugal has been recognized as a 

consequence of a particular set of historical circumstances, taking place before  and 

after the foundation of Condado Portucalense, in 868 CE, and the establishment of 

Portugal as an independent kingdom, in 1139 CE. Although none of these 

circumstances by itself is sufficient to explain the linguistic outcome of the region, some 

of them seem more relevant than others. 

 

3.3.1 From the roman period to the 12th century 

During the roman period (218 BCE - 409 CE), the north-eastern region of 

Portugal was under the influence of the household of Conventus Iuriticus of Asturica 

Augusta (Astorga, Leon, Spain), instead of the Bracara Augusta (Braga, Portugal) like 

the majority of the present-day Portuguese territory. Menéndez Pidal argued that this 

had contributed to establish tight contacts with other cultures and consequently with 

different languages. Furthermore, despite several territorial invasions that the region 

undergone, it is considered that the limits of the jurisdiction of Bracara Augusta were 

kept until the 8
th
 century, when the Muslims entered in Iberia (Carvalho, 1964). After 

that, however, the relationships with Leonese speakers was maintained due to the 

continuous influence of the ecclesiastic institutions of Astorga, during the Middle Ages 

(Menéndez, 1962). Only at the beginning of the 12th century the region was fully 

integrated into the young Portuguese Kingdom when the Bracara ecclesiastic institution 

claimed its rights over the region. Unfortunately, all this period is very scarcely 

documented and even the official territorial limits of Bracara and Asturica were not 

accurately recorded at that time, still, it is widely accepted the strong ecclesiastic 

influence of Astorga over the neighbour regions, although during a period of time still 

inaccurately known (Carvalho, 1964).  
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3.3.2 Settlements after the 12th century 

A well-documented demographic conjuncture that possibly contributed to the 

presence of the Leonese dialects in this particular area was a settlement process 

involving Leonese Kingdom population. During the 13th and 14th centuries, the 

settlements were encouraged by Leonese clerics, from monasteries such as Santa 

Maria de Moreruela (Zamora, Spain) and San Martín de Castañeda (Zamora, Spain), 

but also from the Temples of Alcañices (Zamora, Spain), and by a few private lords. As 

an example, the Cistercian monastery of Santa Maria of Moreruela (Zamora, Spain) 

possessed a significant part of Miranda do Douro and Vimioso parishes. Some of these 

parishes were donated by Portuguese kings and lords, usually to stimulate the 

development and building up of the region. The extent of the entire settlement process 

was so pronounced that, during the kingship of D. Afonso III, only one parish of the 

Mirandês domain, Paradela, was under the influence of a Portuguese lord, the Braga 

archbishop (Carvalho, 1964). Therefore, it seems reasonable to presume that even if 

the Leonese language was already established in these populations, due to the 

abovementioned historical influences, familiarization with this language was further 

promoted (Carvalho, 1964). Herculano de Carvalho (Carvalho, 1964) emphasized the 

importance of this period in the preservation of the Leonese dialects until nowadays, 

arguing that if in that time the occupations had been performed by Portuguese lords, 

the populations living in areas under their influence would most likely adopted the 

Portuguese as their mother language. 

 

3.4 Isolation of Miranda do Douro – Its role in the maintenance of the 

Leonese dialects 

Whilst the historical and demographic events taking place in Miranda do Douro 

very likely accounted for the establishment of the Leonese dialects, they are not 

enough to explain the maintenance of the Leonese dialects until nowadays. Apart from 

the longstanding relationship with the neighbouring kingdom of Leon, their preservation 

can be attributed to other factors, such as the geographical and social isolation of the 

area from other Portuguese populations (Alvar, 1996). This isolation was a direct 

consequence of the considerable distance to major urban centers of the surrounding 

regions, but also, to the scarcity of apporpriate transportation infrastructures, that only 

started to improve in the 20th century (Ceolin, 2002). One of the directs effects of this 

isolation was the low population density, a condition reported since the Middle Ages 

that still characterises the actual region scenary. Moreover, the region has been self-
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sufficient at an economic level, a fact, that contributed to a pronounced isolation 

(Martins, 2010). Miranda do Douro remained almost immune to the transformations 

emerging with the industrialization in the second half of 18th century. In technological 

terms Miranda was only modestly affected maintaining, nearly to present times, 

traditional modes of production essentially to sustain local and regional consume 

(Meirinhos, 2000).  

 

3.5 Current situation 

All the past history and population characteristics, such as being isolated from the 

Portuguese language from other regions while, on the contrary, maintaining contacts 

with the neighbour Leonese speakers, could not prevent the decrease in the use of 

these dialects, which proceeded continually. Although this process is more emphasized 

in some parishes than others it still reshapes the linguistic landscape of the area. The 

case of Miranda city illustrates well this process of linguistic substitution. In Miranda, it 

started in the 16th century, more exactly in 1545, when the creation of a new 

archdiocese in this city was ordered. With its foundation huge transformations 

happened and the city was thriving both economically and socially. New habitants 

arrived and with them the Portuguese language (Vasconcellos, 1890). The Mirandês, 

spoken in that city, was then restricted to the familiar life (Vasconcelos, 1882). Actually, 

this could have been the first major factor that led to the decrease in the number of 

dialect speakers in the entire region. More recently, schools, radio and television, 

where these dialects were not transmitted, contributed, even if involuntarily, for its 

decease. Furthermore, the language was associated to rural people and to 

underdevelopment. This language stigma was spread not only by outsiders, but also by 

some habitants that became more reserved with their own language (Vasconcelos, 

1882). The perception started to change in the last decades of the 20
th
 century, highly 

due to local rehabilitation initiatives, and in 1999 the Mirandês was officially considered 

the second language of Portugal. Nowadays, a linguistic preservation process is being 

conducted. The language enjoys today the status of discipline in several Miranda 

municipality schools (Martins, 2010), which rendered a renewed reputation to the 

Mirandês. Initiatives such as this, are contributing to improve the confidence of the 

speakers, to demonstrate the importance of the patrimony they detain, and eventually 

to the subsistence of a language in Portugal that otherwise very likely would be lost. 
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Aims 

The main goal of this study was the genetic characterization of the Miranda Y-

chromosome gene pool. Therefore, 26 bi-allelic markers and 17 STRs, within this 

chromosome, were tested. However, several sub-objectives were established in order 

to: 

 Explore the populations that had contributed to the present genetic 

background of Miranda, paying special attention to those from 

neighbouring regions; 

 

 Search for possible patterns of population admixture; 

 

 Enrich the historical knowledge of the region, combining genetics with 

linguistic affiliation and historical records; 

 

 Analyse possible scenarios that explain the maintenance of the Leonese 

dialects in Miranda; 

 

 Determine if a pattern of isolation is present in Miranda, assessing 

substructure at a micro-geographic level, and investigate whether the 

presence of linguistic and/or geographic barriers contributed to that 

pattern. 

 

  Evaluate the implications in the forensic analysis of the region in the case 

of substructure. 



 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials and 

methods  
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1. Sampling and DNA extraction methodology 

A total of 59 blood samples of unrelated males from the Miranda do Douro 

municipality were collected in the regional health centers of Miranda do Douro and 

Sendim. All of the samples were collected under informed consent in strictly 

anonymous circumstances. Together with the informed consent, data regarding family 

names, birthplaces and language was recorded for all participants, up to third 

generations (when possible), in personal inquiries in order to avoid close kinships and 

identify linguistic affiliations. Consequently, only those participants, who spoke one of 

the Leonese dialects and were natives from the Miranda do Douro municipality, for at 

least three generations, were included in this work.  

All blood samples collected were preserved in FTA
TM

 cards (Whatman
®
, 

BioScienses). Total DNA of 36 samples were previously isolated, for a preceding study 

(Cánovas, 2011), according to the standard phenol-chloroform method (Sambrook et 

al., 1989). The DNA of the remaining 23 samples was recovered for this study, using 

the standard Chelex®-100TM (Biorad) protocols (Lareu et al., 1994).  

For comparison purposes, 29 DNA samples from individuals from the Bragança 

district were also extracted, using the Chelex
®
-100

TM
 method. Some of them were 

collected at the same time of those from Miranda do Douro while others were already 

available at the IPATIMUP blood sample bank.  
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2. Genotyping 

2.1 Bi-allelic markers 

In this study 26 previously described bi-allelic markers were typed. Specifically, 4 

Indels: 12f2a, M17, M18 and YAP and 22 SNPs: 92R7, M9, M13, M26, M37, M62, 

M65, M70, M78, M81, M123, M160, M167, M170, M172, M173, M201, M213, M269, 

P25, SRY1532 and Tat. The combination of the results of all the selected bi-allelic 

markers allowed us to define 26 different haplogroups (Figure 8), named according to 

the nomenclature proposed by Karafet et al., 2008. The selection of these markers was 

made to maximize the possibility of identifying lineages belonging to all major 

haplogroups. However, a special attention to the most common haplogroups present in 

Western European populations was given, such to the R haplogroup and particularly to 

the downstream mutations that derive from the M173 polymorphism. In fact, the 

majority of the European Y-chromosomes fall in the R1 (M173) clade and its two major 

sub-clades R1a (SRY 10831.2) and R1b (M343).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 – Phylogenetic tree showing tested mutations and defined haplogroups.  Haplogroups were 

named according to Karafet and co-workers (Karafet et al., 2008) nomenclature. 
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2.1.1 Genotyping strategy 

The 88 samples (59 from Miranda do Douro municipality and 29 from Bragança 

district excluding Miranda) were genotyped following a hierarchical approach. Two 

polymorphisms defining major branches in the phylogenetic tree, namely R1b1b2 

(M269) and DE (YAP) (Figure 8), were typed in a single PCR reaction. Then, the 

remaining polymorphisms inside the branches were genotyped using 4 previously 

described multiplexes, except two of them genotyped by direct sequencing. All the 

information regarding primers and other components used in the genotyping process 

are available in Supplementary Table S1, S2 and S3. The detailed procedure was as 

follows: 

 The first polymorphism tested was the M269, by PCR-RFLP (Restriction 

Fragment Length Polymorphism) technique, due to its high incidence in 

Western European populations. The subsequent analyses were dependent of 

its results: 

 Samples with a M269 derived status: multiplex 4 was performed, which 

includes 4 SNPs, namely the M37, M65, M160 and M167 

polymorphisms (Brion et al., 2005); 

 Samples with a M269 ancestral status: multiplex 1 was performed 

(Gomes et al., 2010). This multiplex includes 9 SNPs, namely, the 

92R7, M9, M13, M70, M173, M213, P25, SRY1532 and Tat 

polymorphisms. 

 Next stage dependent on the results of the multiplex 1: 

 Samples with a M213 derived and M9 ancestral status: multiplex 2 was 

tested (Brion et al., 2005), which includes 6 bi-allelic markers, 

specifically, the 12f2, M26, M62, M170, M172 and M201 

polymorphisms; 

 Samples with a P25 or SRY1532 derived status: the M17 and M18 

respectively polymorphisms, were tested through direct sequencing; 

 Samples with a M213 ancestral status: the YAP indel polymorphism 

was tested by means of a single PCR reaction. 

 Finally, for those samples with a YAP derived status, other multiplex was 

performed. The latter includes only 3 polymorphisms, namely, M78, M81 and 

M123. Although a more complete multiplex to define the E haplogroup was 

previously described (Brion et al., 2005), only these three mutations were 

considered necessary since the remaining included polymorphisms have not 

been detected in any Iberian population so far; 
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2.1.2 Genotyping methodologies 

 

2.1.2.1 Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) 

PCR-RFLP analysis was performed for one polymorphism, M269. This analysis 

allows a prior classification of the samples (included/not included) in R1b1b2-M269 

haplogroup.  

This technique involves the cleavage of a specific amplified fragment by a 

nuclease. Though, concerning this type of polymorphism, a specific cleavage pattern is 

obtained depending on the SNP status. For this polymorphism analysis, the restriction 

enzyme used was MvaI (CC/WGG) applying the subsequent strategy: 

 Single PCR reaction was performed for each sample in a final volume of 10 

µL, under the reaction conditions detailed in Tables 1 and 2; 

 The amplification reaction outcome was confirmed in a polyacrylamide gel by 

silver staining detection (Budowle et al., 1991); 

 RFLP reaction was carried out under the reaction conditions described in 

Table 3 and the mixture was incubated over-night at 37 C; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Finally, the RFLP results were visualized after electrophoresis in 

polyacrylamide gel. The differences between the ancestral and derived status 

fragments generated, T and C respectively, can be distinguished by 

differences in their length (Figure 9): 

 M269 derived status: 155 bp fragment. The existence of a mutated 

allele C results in the cleavage of the sequence (184 bp). Thus, two 

fragments are produced, with 29 bp and 155 bp; 

PCR reaction 

Reagents Volumes (µL) 

2x Hot SartTaq ® Master Mix Kit 5 

Forw ard primer (2.5 µM) 1 

Reverse primer (2.5 µM) 1 

H20 (RNase/DNase/Protease Free) 2.5 

DNA 0.5 

PCR program 

Temperature (C) Time / Cycles  

95 15’ 

94 30’’ 

65 1’30’’ 

72 1’ 

  

94 30’’ 

62 1’30’’ 

72 1’ 

70 10’ 

RFLP reaction 

Reagents Volumes (µL) 

MvaI 0.05 

Buffer R+ 0.5 

H20 (RNase/DNase/Protease Free) 2.45 

DNA 2 

5 cycles 

 

 

35 cycles 

Table 2 – PCR program conditions for 

RFLP analysis.  Table 1 – PCR reaction conditions for RFLP analysis.  

Table 3 – RFLP reaction conditions.  
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 M269 ancestral status: 189 bp fragment. The existence of the ancestral 

allele T results in the preservation of the sequence. The enzyme does 

not recognize the cleavage site and consequently no modification is 

observed. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 –  Electrophoresis of the M269 polymorphism in polyacrylamide gel. Due to the small size of 

the 29 bp fragment, it is not possible to visualize it under the usual electrophoretic conditions, being only 

identified the 155 bp fragment. 

 

2.1.2.2 SNaPshot 

For all the multiplexes used in this study, a mini-sequencing reaction was 

employed, using the SNaPshotTM kit (Applied Biosystems). This technique involves an 

amplification of the surrounding region of the polymorphic site, primer annealing, 

contiguous to the SNP position, and primer extension of a single ddNTP (fluorescent 

dye-labelled dideoxynucleotide triphosphate).  

A variable number of additional nucleotides (tails) can be added to the 5’-end of 

each primer, to change their lengths. This modification together with the label of the 

ddNTPs with specific fluorescent dyes, allows the combination of different 

polymorphisms in a single reaction (multiplex). In this study the subsequent procedure 

was followed: 

 All PCR multiplexes reactions were performed in a final volume of 5 µL, under 

the reaction conditions detailed in Tables 4 and 5; 

 The amplification reaction outcome was confirmed in a polyacrylamide gel; 

 

 

 

 

 

PCR reaction 

Reagents Volumes (µL) 

2x QIAGEN® Multiplex PCR Kit 5 

Primer mix (2 µM) 1 

H20 (RNase/DNase/Protease Free) 3.5 

DNA 0.5 

PCR program 

Temperature (C) Time / Cycles  

95 15’ 

94 30’’ 
60 1’30’’ 
72 1’ 

72 10’ 

M269+ M269- 

155bp 

189bp 

35 cycles 

 

Table 5 – PCR program conditions 

for SNaPshot analysis.  

Table 4 – PCR reaction conditions for SNaPshot 

analysis.  
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 PCR products purification was done using ExoSAP-IT® (USB Corp.) according 

to manufacturer’s specifications, to degrade the remaining primers and 

nucleotides of the PCR reaction;  

 SNaPshot reaction was done using SNaPshotTM kit (Applied Biosystems), in a 

final volume of 5 µL, under conditions described in Tables 6 and 7; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 SNaPshot products purification was done using SAPTM (USB Corporation, 

Cleveland, OH, USA) according to manufacturer’s specifications, to remove 

unincorporated ddNTPs from the SNaPshot reaction; 

 The separation of the mini-sequencing reaction products was done by 

capillary electrophoresis using the ABI 3130 Genetic Analyser (Applied 

Biosystems); 

 The results of the capillary electrophoretic were analysed with the 

GeneMapper® Software v4.0 (Applied Biosystems). Results were visualized in 

a single electropherogram, each peak was assigned to a particular 

polymorphism, and the observed colour define its status (Figure 10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Electropherogram of the multiplex 2. Each nucleotide is associated with a particular dye 

color: A (green), C (yellow, but displayed as black), G (blue) and T (red). (A)  Profile of an individual 

presenting an ancestral status for all the mutations tested in multiplex 2. (B)  Profile of an M172 derived 

status individual. 
 

SNaPshot reaction 

Reagents Volumes (µL) 

SNaPshotTM kit 1 

SBE* primers mix 1 

H20 (RNase/DNase/Protease Free) 1.5 

PCR product cleaned 1.5 

PCR program 

Temperature (C) Time / Cycles  

96 10’’ 

50 5’’ 

60 30’’ 

Table 6 – SNaPshot reaction conditions.  

Table 7 – SNaPshot program 

conditions.  

25 cycles 

 

M170 

M172 

M26 
M62 M201 

M170 

M172 

M26 
M62 M201 

B 

A 

*SBE – Single Base Extension 
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2.1.2.3 Sanger sequencing 

Direct sequencing methodology was used in two specific polymorphisms, M17 

and M18. Since they are physically located close to each other in the Y chromosome, a 

single sequencing provided a simultaneous analysis. The following procedure was 

applied: 

 PCR reaction performed in a final volume of 10 µL, under the reaction 

conditions detailed in Tables 1 and 5. However, instead of an annealing 

temperature of 60 °C, a 58°C step was applied in order to increase annealing 

specificity; 

 The amplification reaction outcome was confirmed in a polyacrylamide gel; 

 PCR product was purified using ExoSAP-IT® according to manufacturer’s 

specifications; 

 A sequencing reaction, in a final volume of 5 µL, was performed using the 

BigDye® Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems), under 

the reaction conditions described in Tables 8 and 9; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Sequencing products purification was done using SephadexTM G-50 (GE 

Healthcare) 10% columns, to remove unincorporated ddNTPs  from the 

sequencing reaction; 

 The products obtained were evaluated in the ABI 3130 Genetic Analyser, and 

results analysed with the GeneiousTM software v5.5.8 (Biomatters Ltd).  

 

2.1.2.4 Direct amplification  

YAP polymorphism was analysed through direct visualization of the amplification 

products in a polyacrylamide gel. The YAP variation is caused by an Alu insertion with 

PCR reaction 

Reagents Volumes (µL) 

BigDye® Cycle Sequencing  Kit 1 

5x Sequencing Buffer 1 

Primer (2 µM) 0,5 

Purif ied PCR product 2.5 

PCR program 

Temperature (C) Time / Cycles  

96 2’ 

96 15’’ 

50 9’’ 
60 2’ 

60 10’ 

35 cycles 

 

Table 3 – PCR reaction conditions. The reaction 

was made for a final volume of 10µL. 

Table 9 – PCR program conditions 

for sequencing analysis.  

Table 8 – PCR reaction conditions for sequencing 

analysis.  
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an average size of 300 bp. The presence/absence pattern of this polymorphism was 

explored using the subsequence strategy: 

 A single PCR reaction was performed in a final volume of 5 µL and 

considering the reaction conditions described in Tables 10 and 11; 

 The reaction outcome was visualized through electrophoresis in 

polyacrylamide gel. The ancestral/derived status was assigned by direct 

visualization (Figure 11): 

 YAP ancestral status: 150 bp fragment. The existence of the ancestral 

allele results in the preservation of the sequence; 

 YAP derived status: 455 bp fragment. The existence of a mutated 

allele results in the insertion of an Alu element.  

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 11 – Electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gel of the YAP mutation. 

 

2.2 STRs 

The Y-STR analysis was performed using the AmpFℓSTR® YfilerTM PCR 

amplification kit (Applied Biosystems). This kit allowed the simultaneous analysis of 17 

Y-STR loci (DSY456, DYS389I, DYS390, DYS389II, DYS458, DYS19, DYS385a, 

DYS385b, DYS393, DYS391, DYS439, DYS635, DYS392, Y GATA H4, DYS437, 

DYS438 and DYS448), which includes the extended range of loci considered in the 

YHRD (http://yhrd.org/index.html) (Table 12). 

PCR reaction 

Reagents Volumes (µL) 

2x Hot SartTaq ® Master Mix Kit 2.5 

Forw ard primer (2.5 µM) 0.4 

Reverse primer (2.5 µM) 0.4 

H20 (RNase/DNase/Protease Free) 1.2 

DNA 0.5 

PCR program 

Temperature (C) Time / Cycles  

95 2’ 

94 15’’ 
51 9’’ 
72 2’ 

72 10’ 

YAP+ YAP- 

150bp 
 

455bp 

35 cycles 

 

Table 11 – PCR program conditions 

for direct sequencing analysis.  

Table 10 – PCR reaction conditions for direct 

amplification analysis.  
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Table 12 – Characteristics of the 17 STR loci amplified for the Y filer commercial kit. The repeated 

structure segments in bold are not present in nomenclature (Gusmao et al., 2006). The allele range 

corresponds to the alleles included in the allelic ladder from the Y filer kit and the mutation rate for each 

loci is available in the YHRD database (www.yhrd.org, accessed in 27-04-2012). 

 

PCR amplifications were done following manufacturer’s specifications, adjusted 

for a final volume of 5 µL and under the conditions described in Tables 13 and 14. PCR 

products were run on the ABI 3130 Genetic Analyser and the results analysed through 

GeneMapper
®
 ID Software v4.0. Allele designation were in concordance to the ISFG 

recommendations (Gusmao et al., 2006). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Deletion study 

One of the studied samples, previously extracted with the standard phenol-

chloroform method, could not be amplified after many different PCR reactions. 

Therefore, this specific sample was extracted again, for a second and third time, using 

the standard Chelex®-100TM method and also the commercial Generation® Capture 

STR 
Markers 

Repeat structure 
Allele 
range 

Mutation rate (95% 
CI) 

DSY456 (AGAT)n 13-18 4.243×10-3 

DYS389I (TCTG)3(TCTA)n 10—15 2.523×10-3 

DYS390 (tcta)2(TCTG)n(TCTA)n(TCTG)n(TCTA)ntca (tcta) 2 18—27 2.102×10-3 

DYS389II (TCTG)n(TCTA)nN28(TC TG)3(TC TA)n 24—34 3.644×10-3 

DYS458 (GAAA)n 14—20 6.444×10-3 

DYS19 (TAGA)3tagg(TAGA)n 10—19 2.299×10-3 

DYS385 a/b (aagg)6-7(GAAA)n 7—25 2.134×10-3 

DYS393 (AGAT)n 8—16 1.045×10-3 

DYS391 (tctg)3(TCTA)n 7—13 2.599×10-3 

DYS439 (GATA)n 8—15 5.214×10-3 

DYS635 (TCTA)4(TGTA)2(TC TA)2(TGTA) 2(TCTA) 2(TGTA)0,2(TCTA)n 20—26 3.467×10-3 

DYS392 (TAT)n 7—18 4.123×10-4 

Y GATA H4 (AGAT)4CTAT(AGAT)2(AGGT)3(AGAT)nN24(ATAG) 4(ATAC)1(ATAG)2 8—13 2.434×10-3 

DYS437 (TCTA)n(TCTG)1-3(TC TA)4 13—17 1.226×10-3 

DYS438 (TTTTC)1(TTTTA) 0-1(TTTTC)n 8—13 3.059×10-4 

DYS448 (AGAGAT)nN42(AGAGAT)n 17—24 1.571×10-3 

PCR reaction 

Reagents Volumes (µL) 

Yfiler Kit PCR Reaction Mix 1.84 

Yfiler Kit Primer Set 1 

AmpliTaq Gold® DNA Polymerase 0.16 

H20 (RNase/DNase/Protease Free) 1.25 

DNA 0.75 

PCR program 

Temperature (C) Time / Cycles  

95 11’ 

94 1’ 
61 1’ 
72 1’ 

60 80’ 

Table 14 – PCR program conditions 

for STR analysis.  

Table 13 – PCR reaction conditions for STR 

analysis.  

30 cycles 

 

Table 3 – PCR reaction conditions. The reaction 

was made for a final volume of 10µL. 
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Card kit (Gentra Systems Inc, Minneapolis, USA). These novel extraction 

methodologies were employed with the objective of excluding an extraction error as the 

reason for the non-amplification. 

Moreover, besides the application of the same bi-allelic hierarchical approach 

and STR analysis to which were subjected the remaining samples, other mutations 

were tested, in order to obtain a more precise idea of the length of what appeared to be 

a Y chromosome deletion. In particularly, the M3, M19 and M199, were studied, by a 

direct PCR multiplex visualization through electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gel  

(Multiplex 5 - Supplementary Table S3). The PCR conditions were the same as 

described in the SNaPshot technique section (Table 4 and 5). 
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3. Data Analysis 

 

3.1 Population data 

In addition to the samples from Bragança district typed in this study, other 

samples from Iberian populations were also considered (Table 15 and Figure 12). As a 

result, comparisons between Miranda and its surrounding populations were performed 

with a high level of resolution.  

 

Table 15 – Populations used for comparison purposes. The final column is correlated with the code 

number of the maps present in Figure 11. 

Region Population N Reference Figure code  

Portugal 

Crypto-Jewish 55 (Nogueiro et al., 2010) 1 

Bragança 84 (Beleza et al., 2006, Nogueiro et al., 2010) 2 

Braga 50 (Beleza et al., 2006) 3 

Guarda 30 “ 4 
Porto 117 “ 5 

Viana do Castelo 58 “ 6 

Viseu 27 ” 7 

Vila Real 39 “ 8 

Spain 

Asturias 20 (Adams et al., 2008) 9 

Galicia 88 “ 10 

Castile 131 “ - 

Northwest (NW) Castile 100 “ 11 

Northeast (NE) Castile 31 “ 12 

Zamora 232 (Alv arez et al. Personal communication) 13 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 –  Populations used for  comparisons. Map of (A) Portugal and (B) Spain. The blue regions 

represent all the populations used. Label of the figure in Table 15. 
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3.2 Statistical analysis 

The haplogroup and haplotype frequencies were calculated through direct 

counting. The amount of shared haplotypes between Miranda and some Iberian 

populations and the value of unique haplotypes in those populations were calculated 

using Arlequin v3.5.1.2 software (Excoffier and Lischer, 2010). A diagram of 

frequencies distribution was designed, in order to obtain a visual representation of such 

distributions throughout Iberia, by using Surfer v8.05 software (Golden Software).  

In some analysis the online software Y-Haplogroup predictor was also used in 

order to further classify the haplogroup data from some other studies. In this manner, 

Y-STR data was applied to search for the most probable correspondent haplogroup. 

The Mean Number of Pairwise Differences (MNPD) for the STR data and gene 

diversity values (Nei, 1987) for bi-allelic and STR loci data were estimated, as well as, 

the matrixes of pairwise genetic distances and the corresponding p-values, by Arlequin 

v3.5.1.2 software (Excoffier and Lischer, 2010). Pairwise FST distances results were 

computed using the Slatkin’s linearization (Slatkin, 1995) for STR data (RST) and 

Reynolds linearization (Reynolds et al., 1983) for bi-allelic data (FST). Both genetic 

distances matrixes were computed with 10100 permutations. A statistical significance 

of P<0.05 was also initially considered, although a Bonferroni correction was also 

applied (P<0.0026) for both. 

The weighted intra-lineage mean pairwise differences (WIMP) values were also 

calculated, as described by Hurles and collaborators (Hurles et al., 2002), through the 

mean number of pairwise differences obtained, using Arlequin, and considering 

haplogroup frequencies. The WIMP value is a measure of diversity within haplogroups.  

Arlequin software was also used to performed analysis of molecular variance 

(AMOVA), through 10100 permutations, considering both haplotype and haplogroup 

information. Such analysis allowed the estimation of the percentage of genetic variation 

that was observed among groups, among populations within groups and within 

populations. Therefore, several population clusters were considered using linguistic or 

geographic criterion. 

The population comparison studies were performed for all the populations 

selected in this study (Table 2). Likewise, intra-population analysis, such as genetic 

frequencies and diversities, were also executed in parallel for all samples, with the aim 

of establishing additional population’s comparisons. 

Pairwise genetic distances were analysed in two different ways: (i) In two 

dimensions, through MultiDimensional Scale (MDS), using the SPSS v18.0 (SPSS Inc.) 

program and the PROXCAL algorithm. In this method an s-stress calculus also 
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provided a measure of the goodness-of-fit correlated with the MDS analysis; (ii) In an 

association between genetic and geographic distances, by using the Barrier v2.2 

software (Manni et al., 2004). This software computes geographic barriers by taking 

into account the correlation between the two types of distances, by using the 

Monmonier algorithm (Monmonier, 1973). Thus, barriers were assigned when a high 

genetic differentiation between neighbouring populations exits. Moreover, the 

robustness of the formed barriers was assessed by bootstrap analysis. By this means, 

100 replicated distances matrixes, obtained through re-sampling random individuals 

frequencies and by using MATLAB R2009a, were used.  

Finally, a phylogenetic analysis (Networks) was performed to investigate genetic 

relationships between haplotypes within different haplogroups, using data from the 

available populations. The networks were calculated using the Network software 

v4.610 (www.fluxus-engineering.com) and the median-joining method (Bandelt et al., 

1999). Microsatellites were differentially weighted, taking into account the allelic 

variance observed for each microsatellite across populations (Muzzio et al., 2010). In 

that way, the mutational characteristics of each single marker were partially accounted 

for: to the more stable markers it was given a higher weight, whereas to those showing 

high mutability the opposite was considered. This methodology provided the 

establishment of a network with fewer median vectors, high dimensional cubes and 

figures, making its interpretation easier.  
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1. Frequencies and diversities measurements  

1.1 Haplogroup data 

One individual of the sample set initially considered (59 Y-Chromosomes) was 

excluded from all the population analysis due to the presence of a deletion, which 

turned the complete STR and SNP typing unfeasible. Further tests estimated that the 

detected deletion was delimited in a range between 19302085 - 22774659 bp in the q-

arm of the Y chromosome. 

The 30 bi-allelic markers considered during this study allowed to classify the 

analysed 58 Y-chromosomes, within Miranda do Douro population, in 9 different 

haplogroups (Table 16), out of the 26 possible ones defined in the phylogenetic tree 

(Figure 8). However, in order to further compare Miranda with other populations (Table 

15) it was necessary to use a common level of resolution, resulting in the analysis of a 

shared set of 19 haplogroups, instead of the referred possible 26. 

 

Table 16 – Haplogroup frequencies in Miranda do Douro. N represents the number of individuals. 

General haplogroup Haplogroup N Frequencies 

R 

R1b1b2* (M269) 38 0.655172  (0.526 - 0.764) 

R1b1b2b3 (M167) 2 0. 034483  (0.011 - 0.117) 

R1a1* (M17) 2 0.034483  (0.011 - 0.117) 

R1* (M173) 42 0.724138 (Total) 

E E1b1b1b* (M81+) 2 0.034483  (0.011 - 0.117) 

I 

I* (M170) 1 0.017241  (0.004 - 0.091) 

I2a1* (M26) 1 0.017241  (0.004 - 0.091) 

I (M170) 2 0.034482 (Total) 

J 

J*(M12f2+) 3 0.051724  (0.019 - 0.141) 

J2* (M172+) 3 0.051724  (0.019 - 0.141) 

J (12f2) 6 0.103448 (Total) 

T T* (M70+) 6 0.103448  (0.108 – 0.117) 

 

From a purely descriptive point of view, the great majority of male lineages from 

Miranda felt in haplogroup R1 (M173), which attained a frequency of 72.4%. In 
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addition, as expected for a western European population, within the R1 haplogroup, the 

R1b1b2 (M269) sub-clade was the most common one (Busby et al., 2012), 

representing a total of 65.5% of Y-chromosomes. The remaining detected haplogroups 

(27.6%) were confined to E, I, J and T types. The second more frequent haplogroups 

were T and J, with each one having a frequency of 10.3%. Although these haplogroups 

are commonly scattered throughout Europe, including in the Iberian Peninsula [T and J 

with 3% and 9%, respectively (Adams et al., 2008)], in the Miranda population they 

reached a considerable high value for the European context, particularly the T 

haplogroup. Finally, E and I haplogroups were both found in 2 individuals (3.4%). The 

frequencies of  E and I were slightly lower than those reported in the literature for other 

Iberian populations (10.5% and 6%, respectively) (Adams et al., 2008).  

Actually, all the detected haplogroups in Miranda were, to more or less extent, 

typical from Iberian populations, and so, no particular rare lineages were observed. A 

more detailed analysis of the detected haplogroups will be later presented. 

Regarding haplogroup diversity, Miranda presented a lower diversity (0.5142 +/- 

0.0768) than reported in the literature for other Iberian regions (Adams et al., 2008, 

Beleza et al., 2006) and for the majority of the populations considered in the 

comparisons (Table 15). In part this result was influenced by the high frequency in 

Miranda of R1b1b2 (M269) and T (M70) haplogroups, and, on the other hand, by the 

low frequency or even the absence of many other lineages usually found in other 

European populations. 

 

Table 17 – Y-SNP, Y-STR gene diversity and WIMP values. The values of Y-SNP diversity were 
obtained considering a set of 19 common haplogroups. The Y-STR gene diversity data was analysed 
considering 10 and 17 Y-STR loci, when possible.  

Populations N 
SNP gene 
diversity 

STR gene 
diversity 
17 loci  

STR gene 
diversity 
10 loci  

MNPD  
10 loci  

WIMP 

Miranda do Douro 58 0.5142 +/-  0.0768 0.9964 +/-  0,0040 0.9927 +/-  0.0048 5.2789 +/-  2.5876 3.95 

Crypto-Jew ish  55 0.8169 +/-  0.0280 0.9879 +/-  0.0062 0.9818 +/-  0.0077 6.2141 +/-  2.9973 4.39 

Zamora 235 0.6598 +/-  0.0333 0.9994 +/-  0.0005 0.9949 +/-  0.0012 5.8345 +/-  2.7991 4.02 

Aliste 36 0.7698 +/-  0.0600 0.9968 +/-  0.0075 0.9873 +/-  0.0098 6.1048 +/-  2.9738 3.54 

Bajo Duero 31 0.6108 +/-  0.0938 0.9978 +/-  0.0089 0.9935 +/-  0.0100 5.5097+/-  2.7228 4.18 

Benavente 43 0.5382 +/-  0.0885 1.0000 +/-  0.0050 0.9956 +/-  0.0061 5.3555 +/-  2.6343 3.94 

Campos Pan 50 0.5804 +/-  0.0793 0.9992 +/-  0.0042 0.9967 +/-  0.0048 5.5404 +/-  2.7078 3.96 

Sanabria 47 0.7243 +/-  0.0663 0.9981 +/-  0.0049 0.9926 +/-  0.0062 6.2054 +/-  3.0013 4.44 

Sayago 28 0.7487 +/-  0.0696 0.9974 +/-  0.0104 0.9921 +/-  0.0118 6.2249 +/-  3.0474 3.14 

Bragança 84 0.6779 +/-  0.0528 - 0.9938 +/-  0.0033 5.6714 +/-  2.7460 3.86 

Braga 50 0.7224 +/-  0.0606 - 0.9993 +/-  0.0039 6.0827 +/-  2.9417 4.67 

Guarda 30 0.6713 +/-  0.0916 - 0.9954 +/-  0.0100 6.0161 +/-  2.9490 3.77 

Porto 117 0.6263 +/-  0.0497 - 0.9960 +/-  0.0020 5.7958 +/-  2.7920 4.08 

Viana do Castelo 58 0.7024 +/-  0.0578 - 0.9989 +/-  0.0033 5.9802 +/-  2.8917 4.19 

Viseu 27 0.5442 +/-  0.1058 - 0.9839 +/-  0.0160 5.6069 +/-  2.7683 2.70 

Vila Real 39 0.6437 +/-  0.0842 - 0.9933 +/-  0.0080 5.5412 +/-  2.7212 4.17 

Asturias 20 0.7368 +/-  0.0939 - 1.0000 +/-  0.0158 5.7947 +/-  2.8932 3.70 

Galicia 88 0.6398 +/-  0.0535 - 0.9961 +/-  0.0025 5.9148 +/-  2.8505 3.97 

NE Castile 31 0.4065 +/-  0.1119 - 0.9957 +/-  0.0095 4.7312 +/-  2.3788 2.93 

NW Castile 100 0.6214 +/-  0.0530 - 0.9895 +/-  0.0051 5.7374 +/-  2.7705 4.08 
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1.2 Haplotype data 

In this study, a total of 52 different haplotypes were identified, considering the 

total range of STR markers typed (17). Six cases of double haplotypes sharing were 

observed. However, no haplotype was repeated more than twice. All the haplotypes 

and their corresponding haplogroups found in Miranda do Douro are described in 

Supplementary Table S4. 

For the comparative analyses, all the populations listed in Table 15 were 

considered. However, while for the Miranda do Douro, Zamora and crypto-Jewish 

samples, information included data for the 17 STRs of the commercial kit Yfiler, for the 

samples studied by Beleza et al. 2006, only data for 12 common Y-STR loci was 

available, and for the Spanish regions analysed by Adams et al., 2008 the level of 

resolution was even lower, since uniquely data for 10 common Y-STRs was available. 

Regarding haplotype diversity, Miranda do Douro presented a value of 0.9964 +/- 

0.0040 considering the 17 Y-STRs typed (Table 17). A slightly lower diversity 

compared to other previously studied Iberian populations for the same set of Y-STR 

loci (Alves et al., 2007, Bento et al., 2009, Sánchez et al., 2007, Valverde et al., 2012). 

As expected, considering only 10 STRs, diversity values diminished in all populations. 

In the case of Miranda do Douro, haplotype diversity decreased to 0.9927 +/- 0.0048 

(Table 17).  

In general, the levels of diversity were quite similar in all Iberian populations used 

in the comparisons (Table 15). Miranda do Douro diversity was lower than in the 

remaining samples analysed for the 17 STR loci, apart from the Jewish one. Restricting 

comparisons to 10 STR loci, diversity in Miranda remained lower than usually observed 

in other populations, and the few values lower than Miranda presented a higher 

associated error. Miranda also presented one of the lowest MNPD values (5.2789 +/- 

2.5876), indicating a slight reduction in gene diversity, i.e., in Miranda, haplotypes were 

in average more related to each other than observed in most other Iberian populations. 

These results were probably due to a low effective population size of Miranda 

throughout the years (Figure 6), as a consequence of its isolation that accounted for a 

certain level of drift. However, the WIMP value in Miranda (3.95) similar to that 

obtained for other populations (Table 17), did not point to loss of diversity in Miranda.  

The diversity inside R1b1 was also analysed with the objective to go deeper in 

the analysis of this particular lineage and to clarify the previous values of diversity in 

Miranda (Table 18). A high level of diversity within this haplogroup was found (0.9949  

+/- 0.0069) and likewise a high WIMP value within the entire R1 haplogroup was also 

obtained (2.77), with the latter being even higher than those obtained for the other 
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populations (1.17 – 2.75). Therefore, no signs of isolation of Miranda were depicted 

from these results. 

 

Table 18 –  Y-STR gene diversity within R1b1 (P25) haplogroup. These values of Y-STR gene diversity 
were calculated considering 10 STR loci. The values of the STR gene diversity and the frequency of this 
haplogroup in all the populations are also showed. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Populations N 
Frequencies 

R1b1 (P25) 

R1b1 STR gene diversity 

10 loci  

STR gene diversity 

10 loci  

Miranda do Douro 40 0.69 0.9949 +/-  0.0069 0.9927 +/-  0.0048 

Crypto-Jew ish (Bragança) 16 0.30 0.9750 +/-  0.0348 0.9818 +/-  0.0077 
Zamora 133 0.57 0.9989 +/-  0.0011 0.9949 +/-  0.0012 

Aliste 16 0.40 0.9917 +/-  0.0254 0.9873 +/-  0.0098 

Bajo Duero 19 0.61 0.9942 +/-  0.0193 0.9935 +/-  0.0100 
Benavente 29 0.67 1.0000 +/-  0.0091 0.9956 +/-  0.0061 
Campos Pan 32 0.64 0.9980 +/-  0.0085 0.9967 +/-  0.0048 
Sanabria 24 0.51 1.0000 +/-  0.0120 0.9926 +/-  0.0062 

Sayago 13 0.46 1.0000 +/-  0.0302 0.9921 +/-  0.0118 
Bragança 45 0.55 0.9869 +/-  0.0086 0.9938 +/-  0.0033 
Braga 25 0.50 0.9967 +/-  0.0125 0.9993 +/-  0.0039 
Guarda 17 0.57 0.9926 +/-  0.0230 0.9954 +/-  0.0100 

Porto 70 0.60 0.9909 +/-  0.0049 0.9960 +/-  0.0020 
Viana do Castelo 30 0.52 0.9954 +/-  0.0100 0.9989 +/-  0.0033 
Viseu 18 0.67 1.0000 +/-  0.0185 0.9839 +/-  0.0160 
Vila Real 23 0.59 0.9842 +/-  0.0193 0.9933 +/-  0.0080 

Asturias 10 0.50 1.0000 +/-  0.0447 1.0000 +/-  0.0158 
Galicia 51 0.58 0.9914 +/-  0.0060 0.9961 +/-  0.0025 
NE Castile 24 0.78 0.9928 +/-  0.0144 0.9957 +/-  0.0095 

NW Castile 60 0.60 0.9966 +/-  0.0037 0.9895 +/-  0.0051 
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2. Phylogeographic analysis 

Each haplogroup has its own origin and history, but also a particular influence in 

Miranda do Douro population. Although, as mentioned before, this population is 

composed by a set of lineages not atypical for a western European/Iberian population, 

the frequency distribution of each kind of lineage deserves a finer analysis in the light 

of specific historical/demographic aspects. 

 

2.1 Haplogroup R 

The haplogroup R (M207) and their clade R1 (M173), widely distributed 

throughout Europe, present two main branches, R1b (M343) and R1a (M17), with 

opposite distribution patterns. The sub-clade R1b (M343) presents a crescent gradient 

distribution from East toward West, as a result of its expansion from Asia to Europe 

during the Paleolithic (Semino et al., 2000). In fact, this haplogroup, and specially the 

R1b1b2 (M269) sub-clade, attains its highest frequency in the western extreme of 

Europe, the Iberian Peninsula (37.5 – 88%) (Adams et al., 2008, Alonso et al., 2005, 

Beleza et al., 2006). Therefore, it is common to observe R1b1b2 chromosomes in any 

population from Europe or in populations having some European ancestry (Silva et al., 

2006, Trovoada et al., 2007). 

Miranda population was not an exception. The high frequency of M269 (65.5%) 

fits well into the European and Iberian genetic landscape. Yet, when Miranda was 

compared with another Iberian population, it presented the highest frequency of R1b1 

(P25) (69%). The value found in Miranda was only lower than that from the NE Castile 

sample (77%) (Adams et al., 2008), a population represented by a very low sample 

size (31 individuals). 

Downstream the R1b1b2 (M269) subclade, only the R1b1b2b3 (M167) 

haplogroup was detected in Miranda. This mutation is thought to have a recent origin in 

the Iberian Peninsula (Hurles et al., 1999), probably around 6000 - 9000 years ago 
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(López‐Parra et al., 2009). Moreover, it is widespread throughout this region (0 - 31%) 

(Adams et al., 2008, Flores et al., 2004), with the highest frequencies being observed 

in the northeast populations, such as from Catalonia (31.3%) and Basque country 

(11.1%) (Flores et al., 2004). In Miranda only two individuals possessed this mutation, 

representing 3.4% of their pool of male lineages. This frequency was low but it was 

inside the same range of an Iberian population.  

As for the R1a1 (M17) sub-clade, it presents its highest frequency in Eastern 

European populations, showing an opposite pattern of distribution in comparison to the 

R1b (Semino et al., 2000). However, despite its low frequency, it can be found 

dispersed throughout all Europe. In the Iberian Peninsula, frequencies between 0 - 

7.7% had been described (Flores et al., 2004). In the Miranda it was present in two 

individuals (3.4%), 

Despite being common and well understood the elevated incidence of the R 

haplogroup in Miranda, the STRs haplotype information within this haplogroup, was 

used to go deeper in the search of whether any Iberian population had exerted a 

stronger influence in the R genetic background of the Miranda population. The 

isometric diagram of R1 (M173) frequencies distribution in Iberian Peninsula 

demonstrated the highest frequency of this haplogroup in the Northeast region, namely 

in the Basque country and Catalonia (Figure 13A).  

The analysis of the shared haplotypes between the Miranda and each one of the 

remaining populations, pointed out to a stronger affinity between the former region and 

northern Spain, specifically with Asturias (30% of shared haplotypes) and centre 

Portugal (Coimbra with 29%, Castelo Branco with 27%, Guarda with 24% and Viseu 

with 21%) (Figure 13B). Contrary to what could be expected, this analysis showed a 

low rate of haplotype sharing between Miranda and its neighbouring populations (Table 

15) (in average 13%), with the exception of those from the Portuguese districts of Viseu 

and Guarda, and the Spanish populations of Sayago (23%) and Asturias (Figure 13B). 

Regarding the relative high rate of shared haplotypes with the two later mentioned 

populations from Spain, both Astur-Leonese populations, these findings might be 

explained by the tight connection between the history of the region and that of Miranda, 

from both linguistic and social points of view, as evidenced, for instance, in the 

example of Sayago population (Alvar, 1996).  

Additionally, the frequencies of private haplotypes within each population were 

also calculated. High levels of private haplotypes can be correlated with demographic 

effects, such as genetic drift caused by population isolation. Likewise other populations 

scattered throughout the Peninsula, Miranda do Douro possessed a high level of non-

shared haplotypes (40% against an average of 33% for all the populations considered) 
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(Figure 13C). Therefore, although the amount of private haplotypes was not high 

enough to unequivocally demonstrate that Miranda was under isolation, it might 

represent a slight sign of such circumstance, which otherwise it is well understood in 

light of historical records (Alvar, 1996, Martins, 2010).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Figure 13 – Isometric diagram of R1 haplogroup frequencies throughout the Iberian Peninsula. (A)  

R1 haplogroup frequencies. (B) Frequencies of the shared R1 haplotypes between Miranda and all the 

populations. (C) Frequencies of non-shared R1 haplotypes. For this calculus those populations with less 

than ten R individuals were removed to minimise the results affected by a low sample size. Darker and 

lighter colours represent the highest and lowest frequencies, respectively (value details in each figure 

legend). The small colourless background dots, scattered throughout the map, represent the location of 

the Iberian populations used. Data from the remaining populations not considered in Table 15 belong to 

Beleza et al. 2006 and Adams et al. 2008 works. For the analysis of the shared and non-shared 

haplotypes the haplotype repetitions, in each population, were not considered. 

 

 
2.2 Haplogroup T 

The T (M70) haplogroup attains its highest frequencies in the Middle East and 

Northern Eastern Africa (7% in average) (King et al., 2007). Its presence in Europe was 

associated to two different migration routes: the Neolithic farmers expansions and the 

later Jewish diffusion from the Near East (Mendez et al., 2011). In the Mediterranean 

basin and in the Iberian Peninsula M70 types were also detected, however, at low 
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frequencies (3% in Iberia) (Adams et al., 2008). In Portugal it was found with a 

frequency of 1.6% in the general Portuguese population (Beleza et al., 2006). 

Despite the low frequency values observed in Iberia, this haplogroup has been 

described to be common in the Sephardic Jews populations (23%) (Behar et al., 2004). 

In a recent study of a Portuguese crypto-Jewish community, the frequency of T (M70) 

haplogroup revealed to be 15.8% (Nogueiro et al., 2010).  

In the Miranda do Douro population, the haplogroup T was the second most 

frequent, accounting for 10.34% of male lineages. In fact, it was for this haplogroup that 

the most remarkable frequency difference was detected between Miranda and any of 

the populations used in the comparisons (Table 15), with the exception of the crypto-

Jewish population from the Bragança district (Figure 12). Frequencies of 1.6% and 

2.2% can be found in the general Portuguese and Spanish populations, respectively 

(Adams et al., 2008, Beleza et al., 2006). This result suggests that a possible Jewish 

contribution is shaping the Y-chromosome genetic background of the Miranda 

population. This is indeed quite likely, since the presence of several Jewish 

communities in Trás-os-montes, inclusive in Miranda, has been previously 

documented. Besides, due to the geographic proximity between Miranda and 

Bragança, which are from the same district separated by approximately 60 km, it is 

easy to understand that gene flux may have occurred between the crypto-Jews from 

Bragança and other inhabitants from the neighbourhood. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14 –  Haplogroup T (M70) frequencies. All the populations of Table 15 were represented in this 

graphic. As result of considering many populations of different previous studies the level of resolution was 

necessarily adjusted. Initially, instead of considering the haplogroup T (M70), an upstream shift on the Y 

haplogroup tree was required, being considered de general K haplogroup (M9). However, for this graphic 

the online software Y-Haplogroup Predictor was used to further classify those samples inside the 

haplogroup T (M70). The crypto-Jewish community of Bragança presented the highest frequency of this 

haplogroup (light blue) and Miranda was the second one with the highest incidence (light orange).  
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The network of T lineages constructed using the corresponding STRs haplotypes 

clearly demonstrated this relationship. When only the types from Bragança, Zamora, 

Miranda and the crypto-Jews were considered, a strong proximity between Miranda 

and the crypto-Jewish population was observed (Figure 15). In the network it could be 

observed that some of their haplotypes were shared or appeared in the same cluster. 

Moreover, that relationship was not observed for the Zamora T types, which on the 

contrary, were well differentiated from the remaining haplotypes in the network (Figure 

15). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15 – Median-joining network within haplogroup T (M70). The network was based in 12 Y-STR 

loci (DSY389I, DSY390, DSY389II-I, DSY19, DSY393, DSY391, DSY439, DSY635, DSY392, GATA H4.1, 

DSY437 and DSY438). The area of the circles is proportional to the frequency: the smallest circle is 

equivalent to only one individual/haplotype. The line length, between each haplotype, is proportional to the 

number of mutations. Each circle colour represents a different population under the considerations of the 

figure legend. 

 

This possible Jewish contribution to Miranda and the affinity between Miranda 

and the crypto-Jewish community from Bragança could be further evidenced by the 

diagram distribution of these haplogroup frequencies across the Iberian Peninsula 

(Figure 16A). This diagram illustrated well that the region where the frequency of T 

(K(xP) when the level of resolution was adjusted) lineages peaked was in the 

geographic area where both populations were located. Furthermore, analysing only the 

shared haplogroups between Miranda and all the Iberian populations two regions 

standed out, the crypto-Jews (13%) and also the general population of Bragança 

(50%). In the median-joining network of Figure 15, no shared haplotype was found 

between Miranda and Bragança, but the network was based on 12 Y-STR loci, while 

the diagrams shown in figure 16 were made considering only 10 Y-STR loci, explaining 

the higher amount of haplotype matches. 
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Figure 16 – Frequencies diagram of K(xP) (M9) haplogroup. (A) K(xP) haplogroup frequencies 

throughout the Iberian Peninsula. (B) Frequencies of the shared K(xP) haplotypes between Miranda and 

all the populations.  

 

 
2.3 Haplogroup J 

The J (12f2) haplogroup arrived in Europe from the Middle East, with the 

Neolithic farmer’s expansion (Underhill et al., 2001). It diverged into two different 

clades, J1 (M267) and J2 (M172), each one with different patterns of distribution 

(Francalacci and Sanna, 2008). In Europe J2 is the most predominant (until 29.1%) 

(Semino et al., 2004).  

Like the T haplogroup, also the J one has been associated with some ethno-

religious communities, such as Sephardim Jewish and Gypsies. In fact, compared to 

other western European population the Iberian Peninsula presents a higher frequency 

of this haplogroup, probably not only as a result of the Neolithic expansion, but also as 

a consequence of the Jewish settlements throughout history (Gonçalves et al., 2005). It 

is present at 10.4% and 7.4% values in Portugal (Beleza et al., 2006) and Spain 

(Adams et al., 2008), respectively. In Miranda its frequency was similar to that 

estimated for the general Iberian Peninsula sample (10.34%) being also comparable to 

the values reported for the individual Iberian populations used in the comparisons 

(Table 15). 

Furthermore, considering the high correlation of this haplogroup with Jewish 

people, a network was also constructed for the two J clades (Figure 17). J 

chromosomes from Miranda haplotypes tended to be located in the same clusters than 

those from the crypto-Jews. In addition, the few cases of STR haplotype sharing within 

J lineages all involved males from Miranda and crypto-Jews. These results seemed to 

reinforce the contribution of Jewish people to the population from Miranda (Figure 17). 

B A 
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Figure 17 – Median-joining network within haplogroup J and J1, and J2. (A) J and J1 haplogroups 

were joining together due to the fact that for some populations studied the 12f2a (J*) and the M267 (J1*) 

was performed, on the contrary, for others, such as the case of Miranda do Douro, no equal discrimination 

was performed. Instead of the M267, the M62 (J1a*) was studied. Therefore, emerged the need to group 

these haplogroups (J and J1) in the same network. The network was based in the same 12 Y-STR loci 

referred in Figure 15. (B) In J2 haplogroup were used the same 12 Y-STR already described. 

 

2.4 Haplogroup E 

The majority of the sub-clades of the large haplogroup E (M96) can be found at 

high frequencies in Africa, being scarcely represented outside this continent. Within it, 

the sub-haplogroup E1b1b1 (M35) and its three sub-clades: E1b1b1a (M78), E1b1b1b 

(M81) and E1b1b1c (M123), are the most widespread, with a wide distribution also all 

over Europe (Francalacci and Sanna, 2008). The presence in the European continent 

of E1b1b1a (M78) and E1b1b1c (M123) has been assumed to be a consequence of 

Neolithic expansions from the Middle East across the Mediterranean Sea, after their 

expansion from Africa, during the Paleolithic period (Semino et al., 2000, Francalacci 

and Sanna, 2008). In fact, they are mainly present in Balkans and Iberian Peninsula, 

representing in average 5 % of the Iberian gene pool (Adams et al., 2008). On the 

other hand, E1b1b1b (M81) was associated with past contacts between Europe and 

Northern Africa. For instance, the influence of Berber speaking populations 
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(Francalacci and Sanna, 2008, Gonçalves et al., 2005), was estimated as accounting 

for approximately 4% of the Iberian gene pool (Adams et al., 2008). 

In Miranda do Douro, only the E1b1b1b (M81) sub-clade was identified, with a 

frequency of 3.4%, which is common for a population from Iberian, where this 

haplogroup is dispersed throughout the entire Peninsula.  

Concerning the E1b1b1a (M78) sub-clade, it was described as having a gradient 

of frequency in Portugal, decreasing from south towards north (Beleza et al., 2006). 

Therefore, since Miranda is located in the northern region of the country distant from 

the coastline, the non-detection of this haplogroup in the corresponding population 

sample was not surprising. 

 

2.5 Haplogroup I 

This haplogroup, characterized by the M170 mutation, is present in Europe since 

the Paleolithic period. It probably arose in Europe, being nearly confined to the 

continent of origin. One of the I clades, the I2a1 (M26) emerged during the Last Glacial 

Maximum (LGM) in western populations (Semino et al., 2000), which probably were 

from the Iberian refuge according to a likely hypothesis (Francalacci and Sanna, 2008).  

In Miranda, I lineages were detected, but at a frequency (3.4%) lower than in the 

general Iberian population (6%) (Adams et al., 2008) and more than two times lower 

comparatively to value reported for Portuguese population as a whole (7.6%) (Beleza 

et al., 2006). However, the frequency in Miranda was still in the range of values usually 

found in Iberian populations (Adams et al., 2008). 
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3. Population comparisons 

To further investigate possible differences or similarities between Miranda and 

the surrounding populations (Table 15), pairwise genetic distances were calculated and 

AMOVA was performed.  

 

3.1 Overall genetic distances 

Two types of genetic distances - RST for STR data and FST for SNP data, were 

calculated. The obtained matrixes are displayed on Supplementary Table S5 and S6, 

respectively. The majority of the genetic distances were not significant (P>0.05) and 

when the Bonferroni correction was applied the amount of non-significant values was 

even greater. High levels of homogeneity, also reflected by the low genetic distances 

values, were observed, ranging from 0 – 0.094 for the RST and from 0 – 0.180 for FST 

data, with the exception of the crypto-Jews who showed significant signs of 

differentiation (Nogueiro et al., 2010). Concerning Miranda, the geographic distances 

from the surrounding populations were found to have no influence in the genetic 

distance with such populations (Figure 18). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 18 – Correlation map between genetic and geographic distances. (A) Distribution considering 

RST genetic distances. (B) Distribution considering FST genetic distances. The data used was only referent 

to the distance (genetic and geographic) between Miranda and all the populations present in Table 15. 
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Considering only the populations from Miranda, Zamora and Bragança (Table 19 

and 20), a slightly higher proximity between Zamora and Miranda, than between 

Miranda and Bragança, was observed, though, after the Bonferroni correction no 

statistical significance was found between those populations. However, taking into 

account the 6 different regions in which Zamora can be subdivided (Figure 19), we 

found out that the three more distant sub-regions from Miranda (Bajo Duero, Campos 

Pan and Benavente) were not statistically different. On the contrary, the adjacent 

regions (Sayago, Aliste and Sanábria) can be differentiated. Moreover, these 

possessed the highest genetic distances, even more accentuated than for other Iberian 

regions. So, apparently these results add on to the historical records supporting a tight 

social and economic relationship between Miranda and Sayago (Alvar, 1996), which, 

contrary to Aliste and Sanabria, changed to non-significant, after the Bonferroni 

correction, in both RST and FST matrixes. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19 – Zamora sub-regions. The green map represents all six Zamora regions. Figure label is 

available in Table 19 and 20. In black are represented the two Portuguese adjacent regions, Bragança and 

Miranda. The dashed line represents Miranda municipality border.  

 
 

Table 19 –  Matrix of the RST genetic distances (10 populations). All the statistical significant values are 

highlighted in bold. Those significant (P<0.05) are labelled with an asterisk and those values that remain 

significant after the Bonferroni correction (P<0.005) with two asterisks. These calculi were achieved 

through 10 Y-STRs loci. The first row represents the figure code number of the Figure 19. 
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Table 20 –  Matrix of the FST genetic distances (10 populations). All the statistical significant values are 

highlighted in bold. Those significant (P<0.05) are labelled with an asterisk and those values that remain 

significant after the Bonferroni correction (P<0.005) with two asterisks. The data was accessed through 9 

common haplogroups. 

In order to obtain detailed visual representations of the RST, FST and R1b1 (P25) 

RST values, MDS and barrier analysis were executed, being the results present in the 

next section.  

 

3.1.1 MDS representation 

The MDSs of the RST and FST genetic distances matrix are represented in Figure 

20 and Figure 21, respectively, where the linguistic affiliation and the geographic 

location of the different samples was also discriminated by the use of different colours 

and symbols (see figure labels).  

Regarding the RST data, a major cluster was observed, located in the center of 

the plot, which was composed by the majority of the populations, with the exception of 

the crypto-Jews, Aliste, NE Castile and Miranda. This result, once again, proved the 

homogeneity of the Iberian Peninsula. The differentiation of the crypto-Jews was 

influenced by high frequencies of J and T haplogroups. Concerning Aliste, what 

accounted more for its position was the relative high frequency of both J and I 

haplogroups. However, the small size of this population (36 individuals) may have 

contributed to the apparent differentiation of Aliste. Finally, NE Castile and Miranda 

formed a small cluster, whose separation was greatly influenced by the very high 

frequency of the R1b1 (P25) haplogroup. Miranda and NE Castile were the two regions 

with the higher prevalence of this haplogroup (69% and 77%, respectively) (Adams et 

al., 2008), but again the small sample size of NE Castile (31 samples) leads to interpret 

with caution its distinct position in the plot.  
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Zamora 0.01708* 0 0.07976** *       

Aliste 0.05729* 0.00622 0.02218 0.00675 *      

B. Duero 0.01409 0 0.09321** 0 0.01687 *     

Benavente 0 0.00040 0.11730** 0 0.03103 0 *    

C. Pan 0.00572 0.00073 0.12055** 0 0.02834 0 0 *   

Sanabria 0.03032* 0 0.04757* 0 0 0 0.01071 0.00987 *  

Sayago 0.06087* 0.00877 0.03443* 0.00868 0.00206 0.02394 0.04309 0.03132* 0 * 
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The MDS plot of FST values was very consistent with that obtained with RST. A 

main cluster of populations was evident, where Aliste, in this case, was also contained. 

The crypto-Jewish stand again clearly differentiated from the remaining populations. 

Once more, NE Castile and Miranda do Douro tended to group together, slightly aside 

from the central cluster. However, in none of these MDS plots (FST or RST) a linguistic 

or a geographic pattern clearly emerged. Although considering the linguistic affiliation, 

two groups, the Leonese and the Castilian speakers, occasionally come out, the 

distinction was very dim. Inconsistently, for instance, in both plots Miranda do Douro 

revealed more proximity with the Castilian speakers, than with the Leonese ones, 

despite the linguistic affinities.  

The lack of a noticeable genetic structure was also demonstrated with the 

AMOVA results (Table S8). Although different clustering combinations were tested, 

only when population’ clusters were defined by linguistic partition (Leonese, 

Portuguese and Castillian) the proportion of variation among groups was statistically 

significant. Nevertheless, the amount of genetic variation explainable by differences in 

language was very low (0.31%) (Table S8).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20 –  MDS representation of the RST  genetic distances. This plot was based on the matrix data of 

Table S5. The dashed circles highlight two main clusters formed. Considering linguist family, the Leonese 

group is formed by Aliste, Sayago, Sanábria, Asturias, NW Castile and Miranda; The Portuguese/Galician 

set is composed by Guarda, Viana do Castelo, Viseu, Porto, Bragança, Braga, Vila Real, Galicia and the 

Crypto-Jews; and the Castilian cluster is formed by Bajo Duero, Benavente, Campos Pan and NE Castile. 
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Figure 21 – MDS representation of the FST genetic distances. This plot was based on the matrix data of 

Table S6. The dashed circle highlights a possible main cluster formed. 

 
 

3.1.2 Barrier analysis 

The MDS representation can be useful to search for some proximities or 

dissimilarities between Miranda and the neighbouring populations. However, the 

evaluation of barriers through the RST and FST outcomes (Table S5 and S6) can be also 

useful to obtain further insights on the factors that could influence the genetic 

landscape of our population, such as a past deeply influenced by isolation. Although 

the values of diversity did not evidence strong signs of isolation in Miranda, the MDS 

representation of the genetic distances matrixes showed a slight differentiation from the 

remaining populations that formed the main cluster.  

As expected, in both Barrier plots obtained, the first barrier assigned totally 

isolated the crypto-Jewish population. However, Miranda was isolated from all the 

neighbouring regions in four and in second, based on RST (Figure 22) and FST values, 

respectively. Although some gene flow between Miranda and the surrounding areas, 

such as the Leonese speakers, could exist, a certain level of isolation seemed to occur. 

This result, as previously mentioned, is corroborated by some historical records (Alvar, 

1996, Martins, 2010). Nevertheless, considering the RST genetic distances, the 

robustness of the Barrier results assessed by the bootstrap analysis was not enough to 

strengthen the influence of isolation in Miranda. The barriers with the strongest weight 
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(more than 80 overlapped barriers) were those separating crypto-Jewish from Viseu 

and the three barriers separating Aliste from Miranda, Benavente and Campos Pan. 

Therefore, the isolation of Miranda could not be proved by these results, neither the 

proximity with the Leonese speakers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 22 – Barrier representation of the RST genetic distances. The geographic composition obtained 

is a scheme of the geographic area enclosing all the populations used for comparisons (Figure 1 2). The 

blue coloured lines represent the four formed barriers based on the matrix data of Table S5, numbered 

according to its creation order. The grey lines correspond to the 100 bootstrap replicates, each with four 

calculated barriers. Line thickness is proportional to the robustness of the barriers  sum. Represented in 

green are those with more than 80 summed barriers. 
 

 

3.2  R1b1 cluster genetic distances 

Since the R1b1 (P25) haplogroup (Table S7) is clearly prevalent in Iberian 

populations, representing an ancient genetic substrate, levels of population 

differentiation based on the RST genetic distances inside this haplogroup were also 

analysed. In Table 21 are presented the most important results obtained. The majority 

of the genetic distances were non-significant, but RST between Miranda and Guarda, 

Vila Real and NW Castile continued statistical significant even after the Bonferroni 

correction for multiple tests. Nevertheless, by comparing these three values, the 

genetic distance was higher between Miranda and the two Portuguese populations 

than with NW of Castile. This Spanish population is in the direct contact with Miranda 

do Douro (Figure 12). Moreover, it is the region where Zamora is included in and it is 

also a region where the Leonese is still spoken. Considering all the Zamora sub-

regions, any statistically significant differences with Miranda was observed. Only the 
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RST between Miranda and Sanábria had an associated p-value less than 0.05 but it 

was also higher than 0.005 (Bonferroni correction). 

 
Table 21 – Matrix of the RST genetic distances within R1b1 (P25) haplogroup (10 populations). All 

the statistical significant values are highlighted in bold. Those significant (P<0.05) are labelled with an 

asterisk and those values that remain significant after the Bonferroni correction (P<0.005) with two 

asterisks. These calculi were achieved through 10 Y-STRs loci.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 – Correlation map between genetic R1b1 and geographic distances. Distribution 

considering RST  genetic distances. The data used is only referent to the distance (genetic and geographic) 

between Miranda and all the populations present in Table 15. 

 
Moreover, once more, the geographic distance between populations was not 

found to be correlated with their genetic distances (Figure 23). 

 

3.2.1 MDS representation 

The MDS plot of the R1b1 (P25) RST matrix, presented in Figure 24, gave a 

different perspective about Miranda do Douro, the Leonese speakers and its affinities.  

This MDS plot showed that the crypto-Jews are clearly differentiated from the 

other Iberian populations, which were grouped in a unique main cluster. Miranda 

occupied a peripheral position in that cluster and besides its nearest populations were 
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the Leonese populations of Aliste and Sayago, and, once again, the NE of Castile. This 

result, it was in agreement with the one previously presented and with that obtained 

through the analysis of shared haplotypes within the R haplogroup, specially with 

Sayago, which also standed out the affinities of people from Miranda with the Leonese 

neighbours speakers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 – MDS representation of the RST  genetic distances of R1b1 (P25) haplotypes. This plot was 

based on the matrix data of Table S7.  

 

 
3.2.2 Barrier analysis 

The Barrier plot of the R1b1 (P25) RST matrix is presented in Figure 25. The first 

barrier formed separated the Portuguese region of Vila Real from some of its 

neighbours and almost totally isolated the crypto-Jewish community. The second and 

third one also separated other Portuguese districts. However, in agreement with the 

before presented barrier plot for the general RST data, Miranda was isolated from the 

Portuguese territory in fourth place. The only difference was that, in this case, Miranda 

was not separated from the Zamora neighbouring regions. On the contrary, Miranda 

was partially clustered with those areas, all of them Leonese speakers. This result was 

in accordance with what was previously visualized in the MDS graph within this 

haplogroup (Figure 24), indicating that the gene flow between these populations and 

Miranda may have occurred. In fact, people movements imply interchange of their 
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traditions, but also afford contacts between languages. However, the bootstrap 

analysis did not give statisticall suport to this scenario. In fact, few additional barriers, 

separating Miranda from the Portuguese Bragança district, were formed throughout this 

methodology. The strong weight (more than 80 overlapped barriers) was only obtained 

between crypto-Jewish and two Portuguese regions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 25 – Barrier representation of the RST genetic distances of R1b1 (P25) haplotypes. The 

geographic composition obtained is a scheme of the geographic area enclosing all the populations used 

for comparisons (Figure 12). The blue coloured lines represent the four formed barriers based on the 

matrix data of Table S20, numbered according to its creation order. The grey lines correspond to the 100 

bootstrap replicates, each with four calculated barriers. Line thickness is proportional to the robustness of 

the barriers sum. Represented in orange are those with more than 80 summed barriers. 
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4. General considerations 

Miranda presented a gene pool typical of the Iberian Peninsula, and more 

broadly of Western Europe, showing high frequencies of the Palaeolithic haplogroup 

R1 (72.4%), together with the presence of haplogroups E, I, J and T. However, an 

interesting high prevalence of J and especially of haplogroup T, which in Miranda 

attained far high frequencies for the Iberian context, pointed out a likely contribution 

from Jewish individuals. A phylogeographic analysis of both, J and T haplogroups 

provided the strongest evidence of this link with Jews. In fact, in Portugal, throughout 

History, many different Jewish immigration events have been reported. In the Medieval 

period several communities were spread over the country, reaching Trás-os-Montes 

and specifically Miranda do Douro, but also the neighbouring areas, such as 

Mogadouro and Bragança (Soyer, 2007). In the 15th century, with the Jewish expulsion 

from Spain, Trás-os-Montes represented, one more time, a refuge for this religious 

group. However, many of these communities were forced to leave the country or 

converted to Christianity. Jews who stayed lost their Jewish identity or maintained it 

hidden, preserving clandestine traditions, beyond the alleged Christian faith. In the 

case of Miranda do Douro municipally the presence of Jewish in the region is more 

commonly attributed to population movements older than the expulsion of this religious 

community from Spain. Given that the first documented entrance of Jewish in Trás-os-

Montes happened since 1187 (Alves, 1977) but especially during 1279-1323 (Nogueiro 

et al., 2010), and considering that the establishment of the Mirandês language probably 

occurred also during that period, it seems likely that the assimilation of the language by 

the Jewish individuals, took place progressively but in simultaneous with the “strongest 

adoption” of the language by the general population of the region. 

Regarding the levels of gene diversity observed in Miranda, no remarkable 

differences were found when compared to other populations, although a low level of 

diversity was expected for a population maintaining a low effective size throughout 

generations and with a certain degree of isolation. In addition to the relatively high 
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diversity levels (even those obtained for the R1b1 data) that did not evidence strong 

drift effects in Miranda, the barrier analysis also did not support that its gene pool had 

been remarkably shaped by the isolation. These results can be understood taking into 

account that the history of Miranda is the fruit not only of the isolation but also of 

contacts with other people – the fugitive Jews, the Portuguese people and the 

neighbours from nowadays Spain that certainly are associated with the language-

related affinities. These long lasting contacts might have contributed to partially 

neutralise the effects of the remoteness determined by the geographical milieu. 

Furthermore, several monasteries from different regions contributed to the succeeding 

arrival of Leonese speakers to this Portuguese population. Consequently, the high 

diversity of Miranda can reflect the different population incomings, including those from 

different Leonese monasteries. 

Moreover, the three Astur-Leonese populations of Sayago, Asturias and NW 

Castile presented no significant differences with Miranda in both RST and FST genetic 

distances results. The remaining Leonese and Zamora regions, Aliste and Sanabria, 

also presented the same previous situation for the FST analysis. The MDSs performed 

for both types of distances and its matrixes also demonstrated genetic affinities with 

another population, NE Castile. Moreover, 18% of shared haplotypes between Miranda 

and this Castilian population were found, being this value slightly higher than the 

average for all the populations considered.  

The proximities with the Astur-Leonese and Leonese populations are in 

agreement with the former historical knowledge, however, the affinity with NE Castile is 

not immediately explicit. Nonetheless, regarding the previous results, two aspects 

should be emphasized. The small sample size of the NE Castile and their high 

frequency of the R1* (M173) haplogroup (which was even higher than in Miranda), 

seems to influence this apparent proximity. On the other hand, although the NE Castile 

samples were at the beginning classified as a Castilian population, the information 

provided by the author (Adams et al., 2008) did not specified the detailed region were 

the samples belonged to. Moreover, the classification of the Leonese populations used 

was made taking in to account the populations where even nowadays same traces of 

this old language exist. However, it did not took into consideration that although 

currently no traces of the language exist, it is still possible that some of the considered 

Castilian populations were once part of the Kingdom of Leon and the Leonese was only 

later totally substituted by the Castilian. This explanation is valid for the NE Castile 

samples, as well as for the currently Castilian Zamora regions (Campos Pan, Bajo 

Duero and Benavente). 
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Although these previous hypothesis are risky and not sufficient to prove a 

relationship between Miranda and the Leonese or past-Leonese speakers, it is also 

evidence that these affinities cannot be completely set aside by these results. 

Finally, the R1b1 genetic distances results strengthen the hypothesis of proximity 

with the neighbouring Leonese speaking area (Aliste, Sayago and Sanábria), but also 

with the other Zamora regions, Asturias and NE Castile.  

Another interesting result was the percentage of shared haplotypes obtained 

within this specific haplogroup, which also evidences a stronger proximity between 

Miranda and the Astur-Leonese populations of Asturias and Sayago, as well as, with 

the central Portuguese populations. Although the affinities with those specific 

Portuguese regions are more hardly explained (they can be the result of an early 

emigration, probably in the 20th century, from Miranda to those particular Portuguese 

areas or even due to the incoming of Portuguese people to the Miranda archdiocese 

during the 16th century), the relationship with the Leonese populations was highlighted 

again by this analysis. 

In this case, the influence provided by the other haplogroups, which had already 

proved their affinities (for instance the T and J haplogroups, which account with 20.7% 

of the Miranda gene pool), did not exist. Therefore, besides the data provided through 

the haplogroup R1 was more reliable, for this specific case, it was also the one that 

robustly evidence a past gene flow between the Astur-Leonese speakers and Miranda. 
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Conclusions 

The overall analysis performed with the Y-STR and Y-bi-allelic data, allows the 

conclusion of the following aspects: 

 Miranda was characterized by an Iberian Peninsula genetic pool, with a 

predominance of Palaeolithic origin haplogroups (76%) and a smaller 

prevalence of lineages that emerged in Europe mainly during the Neolithic 

period (24%); 

 

 High frequencies of J and T were found in Miranda. Although these 

haplogroups are characteristic of the Neolithic farmers expansion, the 

proximity of Miranda to a crypto-Jewish community and the discover of 

common or similar haplotype profiles with these particular crypto-Jewish 

individuals, pointed out to a significant Jewish signature in the Miranda gene 

pool; 

 

 High levels of haplotype and haplogroup diversities obtained were 

unsupportive of a linguistic, geographic or social isolation of Miranda region, 

neither the presence of founder effects; 

 

 The results also did not reveal a strong population differentiation regarding 

the general Portuguese population. Therefore, by these analyses, no special 

attention on the field of forensic genetics, such as the construction of a 

specific database, needs to be taken in the future; 

 

 The obtained data reflected the same typical homogeneity of the common 

Iberian gene pool, highlighting also a possible degree of admixture provided 

by an interchange between Portuguese, Leonese and Jewish communities; 
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 Despite Miranda seemed to be a region prone to gene flow, the markedly 

affinities with the Leonese neighbours were also depicted, especially when 

only the R1b1 (P25) cluster was considered.  
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Mutations  Primers RFLP (MvaI Enzime cut position ) Reference 

M269 
F - AAGGGGAATGATCAGGGTTT 

R - CTGGATGGTCACGATCTCCT 

5’ …CC↓[A/T]GG… 3’ 

3’ …GG[T/A]↑CC…5’ 
(Gusmão et al., 2008) 

Mutations  Primers Reference 

YAP 
F – ACTGCTAAAAGGGGATGGAT 

R - CAGGGGAAGATAAAGAAATA 
(Hammer and Horai, 1995) 

Multiplex Mutations  Primers SBE (5’-3’) Reference 

Multiplex 4 

M37 
F - ATGGAGCAAGGAACACAGAA 
R - AAGAAAGGAGATTGTTTTCAATTTT F – GGAACACAGAAAATAAAATCTATGTGTG (Brion et al., 2005) 

M65 F - AAGGCTACCCATTCCCAAAT 
R - AAGTCTGGCATCTGCAAAATC R –CCCACCCGCGGTAAG (Brion et al., 2005) 

M160 F - AAAACAATAGTTCCAAAAACTTC TGA 
R - CCTTTGTGATTCCTCTGAACG F –TTACAAGTTTAATACATACAAC TTCAATTTTC (Brion et al., 2005) 

M167 
F - GAGGCTGGGCCAAGTTAAGG 
R -CTTCCTCGGAACCACTACCA F –AAGCCCCACAGGGTGC (Brion et al., 2005) 

Multiplex 1 

92R7 F - TGCATGAACACAAAAGACGTA 
R - GCATTGTTAAATATGACCAGC R - GCATGAACACAAAAGACGTAGAAG (Brion et al., 2005) 

M9 F - GCAGCATATAAAACTTTCAGG 
R - AAAACCTAACTTTGCTCAAGC F - GGCCTAAGATGGTTGAAT (Brion et al., 2005) 

M13 
F - TCCTAACCTGGTGGTCTTTCA 
R - GCCATGATTTTATCCAACCAC F - AAGGGCAAGACGGTTA (Gomes et al., 2010) 

M70 F - TCATAGCCCACTATACTTTGGAC 
R - CTGAGGGCTGGACTATAGGG R - TAGGGATTCTGTTGTGGTAGTCTTAG (Brion et al., 2005) 

M173 F - GCACAGTACTCACTTTAGGTTTGC 
R - GCAGTTTTCCCAGATCCTGA F - CTTACAATTCAAGGGCATTTAGAAC (Brion et al., 2005) 

M213 
F - GGCCATATAAAAACGCAGCA 
R - TGAATGGCAAATTGATTCCA R - TCAGAACTTAAAACATCTCGTTAC (Brion et al., 2005) 

P25 F - GGACCATCACCTGGGTAAAGT 
R - AGTGCTTGTCCAAGGCAGTA F - TCTGCCTGAAACCTGCCTG (Brion et al., 2005) 

SRY1532 F - TCCTTAGCAACCATTAATCTGG 
R - AAATAGCAAAAACTGACACAAGGC F - TTGTATCTGACTTTTTCACACAGT (Brion et al., 2005) 

Tat 
F - GACTCTGAGTGTAGACTTGTGA 
R - GAAGGTGCCGTAAAAGTGTGAA R - CTCTGAAATATTAAATTAAAACAAC (Brion et al., 2005) 

Table S1 – Primers and RFLP cut position of the M269 mutation 

Table S2 – PCR primers of YAP mutation 

Table S3 – Multiplex PCR and SBE primers 
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Multiplex Mutations  Primers SBE (5’-3’) Reference 

Multiplex 2 

12f2 F - CACTGACTGATCAAAATGCTTACAGAT 
R - GGATCCCTTCCTTACACCTTATACA Indel – presence/absence in PCR amplif ication (Brion et al., 2005) 

M26 F - AGCAGAAGAGACCAAGACAGC 
R - GACGAAATCTGCAGCAAAAA R - CATAGGCCATTCAGTGTTC TCTG (Brion et al., 2005) 

M62 
F - ACTAAAACACCATTAGAAACAAAGG 
R - CTGAGCAACATAGTGACCCC R - CAATGTTTGTTGGCCATGGA (Brion et al., 2005) 

M170 F - TGCAGCTCTTATTAAGTTATGTTTTCA 
R - CCAATTACTTTCAACATTTAAGACC R - ACACAACCCACACTGAAAAAAA (Brion et al., 2005) 

M172 F - TCCTCATTCACCTGCCTCTC 
R - TCCATGTTGGTTTGGAACAG F - CCCCCAAACCCATTTTGATGCTT (Brion et al., 2005) 

M201 
F - TCAAATTGTGACACTGCAATAGTT 
R - CATCCAACACTAAGTACCTATTACGAA F - GATCTAATAATCCAGTATCAACTGAGG (Brion et al., 2005) 

Multiplex 3 

M78 F - CTTCAGGCATTATTTTTTTTGGT 
R - ATAGTGTTCCTTCACCTTTCCTT F -  ACACTTAACAAAGATACTTCTTTC (Brion et al., 2005) 

M81 F - TTATAGTTTCAATCCCTCAGTAATTTT 
R - TGTTTCTTCTTGGTTTGTGTGAGTA F - TAAATTTTGTCCTTTTTTGAA (Brion et al., 2005) 

M123 
F - CACAGAGCAAGTGACTCTCAAAG 
R - TCTTTCCCTCAACATAGTTATC TCA R -  TTCTAGGTATTCAGGCGATG (Brion et al., 2005) 

Multiplex 5 

M3 F - CATTAAAGCCGGTCACAGGT 
R - CTGCCAGGGCTTTCAAATAG   (Blanco-Verea et al., 2006) 

M19 F - TCACCAGAGTTTGTGGTTGC 
R - ACAGACACAAAGGGCCAACT  (Blanco-Verea et al., 2006) 

M199 
F - CACTACAGGCCTGGTTGGAT 
R - TGCAAGCTGTGTGATTTCAAG  (Blanco-Verea et al., 2006) 

Table S3 (Continued) – Multiplex PCR and SBE primers 
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Haplogroup and 
haplotype code 

Haplotype 
frequency 

Y-STR haplotypes 

E1b1b1b - M81                   
M1 1 15 14 24 30 18 13 13 15 13 9 10 22 11 21 14 10 20 

M2 1 16 14 24 30 19 13 13 14 13 9 10 22 11 21 14 10 20 

I - M170                   
M3 1 14 12 23 29 16 16 15 15 14 10 10 19? 12 21 15 10 19 

I2a - M26 
                  

M4 1 14 13 24 28 17 17 12 13 13 9 12 23 11 20 15 10 21 

J - M12f2                   
M5 1 14 13 23 31 17.2 14 13 19 12 10 13 21 11 20 14 10 21 

M6 1 15 13 23 29 18.2 14 13 16 12 10 11 20 11 20 14 10 20 

M7 1 15 14 23 32 17.2 16 13 18 12 10 11 20 11 19 14 10 20 

J2 - M172                   
M8 1 14 13 25 30 19 15 14 16 12 10 11 21 11 20 15 9 19 

M9 1 15 13 23 30 16 14 14 15 11 10 12 21 11 20 15 9 20 

M10 1 16 13 24 29 14 15 13 16 12 9 12 22 11 21 14 9 20 

R1a1 - M17                   
M11 1 15 13 25 30 15 16 12 14 14 10 10 23 11 21 14 11 20 

M12 1 15 13 26 31 15 15 11 14 13 10 11 23 11 21 14 11 20 

R1b1b2 - M269 
                  

M13 1 15 12 24 28 19 16 11 15 13 11 12 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M14 1 15 13 24 29 16 14 11 14 13 11 12 23 13 20 14 12 18 

M15 1 15 13 24 29 17 13 12 15 13 11 13 23 13 20 15 12 19 

M16 1 15 13 24 29 17 14 11 12 13 11 12 23 13 18 15 12 19 

M17 1 15 13 24 30 16 14 11 14 13 11 12 23 13 20 14 12 18 

M18 1 15 13 25 29 16 14 11 12 12 11 12 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M19 1 15 13 25 29 16 14 11 14 12 11 13 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M20 1 15 14 23 30 16 14 11 14 13 11 11 24 13 21 15 12 19 

M21 1 15 14 24 30 18 14 11 14 13 11 12 23 14 21 15 12 19 

M22 1 15 14 24 30 19 14 11 14 13 11 13 23 14 21 15 12 19 

M23 1 16 12 23 28 19 16 11 15 13 11 12 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M24 1 16 12 24 28 16 14 11 15 13 11 11 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M25 1 16 12 24 28 20 16 11 16 13 11 11 23 13 21 15 12 19 

Table S4 –  Miranda do Douro haplogroup and haplotype data.  The haplotypes are presented at the following Y-STR order: DYS456, DYS389 I, DYS390, DYS389II, DYS458, 

DYS19, DYS385a, DYS385b, DYS393, DYS391, DYS439, DYS635, DYS392, GATA.H4.1, DYS437, DYS438 and DYS448. 
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Haplogroup and 
haplotype code 

Haplotype 
frequency 

Y-STR haplotypes 

R1b1b2 - M269 
                  

M26 1 16 13 23 29 16 14 11 15 13 10 14 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M27 1 16 13 23 29 16 14 11 16 13 11 13 23 13 22 15 12 19 

M28 1 16 13 23 29 16 14 11 16 13 11 14 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M29 1 16 13 23 29 16 14 11 16 14 11 14 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M30 2 16 13 24 28 17 14 11 14 13 11 13 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M31 1 16 13 24 28 18 14 11 14 13 10 12 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M32 2 16 13 24 29 16 15 11 14 13 11 11 23 13 20 15 12 19 

M33 1 16 13 24 29 17 14 11 14 13 10 12 24 13 21 15 12 19 

M34 1 16 13 24 29 17 14 11 14 13 11 12 23 13 20 14 12 20 

M35 2 16 13 24 29 17 14 12 14 13 11 12 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M36 1 16 13 24 29 18 14 11 14 13 11 13 23 13 21 14 12 19 

M37 1 16 13 25 28 17 14 11 14 13 11 13 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M38 1 16 13 25 28 20 15 11 14 13 11 12 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M39 2 16 14 24 30 16 14 11 14 13 10 11 23 13 21 16 12 19 

M40 1 16 14 24 30 17 14 13 14 12 11 12 23 13 22 15 12 21 

M41 1 16 14 24 30 18 14 11 14 13 11 12 23 13 21 15 12 18 

M42 1 17 12 24 27 19 15 12 12 14 11 12 25 13 21 15 12 19 

M43 1 17 12 24 28 18 15 12 14 13 11 12 25 13 21 15 12 20 

M44 1 17 13 23 29 16 14 11 11 14 11 12 23 13 22 15 12 18 

M45 1 17 13 24 29 17 14 12 14 12 11 12 23 13 21 15 12 21 

M46 1 17 14 24 30 17 14 12 14 12 11 11 23 13 21 15 12 21 

R1b1b2b3 - M167                   
M47 1 14 13 24 29 16 15 11 14 13 12 12 23 13 21 15 12 19 

M48 1 15 13 24 29 18 14 11 15 13 11 11 23 13 21 15 12 19 

T - M70                   
M49 1 15 13 23 30 16 15 15 16 13 11 11 21 13 20 13 9 19 

M50 1 16 13 23 28 16 13 13 15 13 10 13 21 13 20 14 9 19 

M51 2 16 13 23 28 17 13 13 15 13 10 13 21 13 20 14 9 19 

M52 2 16 14 24 30 18 14 14 16 13 10 11 21 13 20 14 9 19 

Table S4 (Continued) – Miranda do Douro haplogroup and haplotype data.  The haplotypes are presented at the following Y-STR order: DYS456, DYS389 I, DYS390, 

DYS389II, DYS458, DYS19, DYS385a, DYS385b, DYS393, DYS391, DYS439, DYS635, DYS392, GATA.H4.1, DYS437, DYS438 and DYS448. 
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Table S5 –  Matrix of the Rst genetic distances. All the statistical significant values are highlighted in bold. Those significant (P<0.05) were labelled with an asterisk and those 

values that remain significant after the Bonferroni correction (P<0.005) with two asterisks. These calculi were achieved thro ugh 10 Y-STRs loci. 

  

 
Miranda Bragança Braga Porto Viana Vila Real Guarda Viseu Judeus Aliste B.Duero Benavente C. Pan Sanabria Sayago Asturias Galicia 

NE 

Castile 

NW  

Castile 

Miranda *                                     

Bragança 0.02191* *                   

Braga 0.03915* 0 *                  

Porto 0.01194 0 0.00491 *                 

Viana 0.00696 0.00020 0.01250 0 *                

Vila Real 0.03066* 0.00123 0.00585 0 0.00094 *               

Guarda 0 0.00299 0.02104 0.00314 0 0.00633 *              

Viseu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 *             

Judeus 0.12457** 0.07249** 0.06820** 0.06029* 0.08303** 0.03739* 0.10497** 0.06850** *            

Aliste 0.05729* 0.00622 0 0.00827 0.01982 0 0.04533* 0.01093 0.02218 *           

B. Duero 0.01409 0 0.00539 0 0 0.01176 0.00521 0 0.09321** 0.01687 *          

Benavente 0 0.00040 0.01746 0.00492 0 0.00994 0 0 0.11730** 0.03103 0 *         

C.Pan 0.00572 0.00073 0.00638 0.00559 0 0.01720 0 0 0.12055** 0.02834 0 0 *        

Sanabria 0.03032* 0 0.00296 0 0 0 0.00871 0 0.04757* 0 0 0.01071 0.00987 *       

Sayago 0.06087* 0.00877 0.00439 0 0.00623 0 0.02658 0.01104 0.03443* 0.00206 0.02394 0.04309* 0.03132 0 *      

Asturias 0.03226 0 0 0 0 0 0.01708 0 0.02267 0 0 0.01166 0.02023 0 0 *     

Galicia 0.02140* 0 0.00126 0 0 0 0 0 0.08552** 0.01554 0 0 0.00055 0 0.00289 0 *    

NE CAstile 0 0.03180* 0.05628* 0.02180 0.01301 0.0480* 0 0.01403 0.17991** 0.08785* 0.01469 0 0.00564 0.04444* 0.07830* 0.05126 0.02143 *   

NW  Castile 0.01131 0.00046 0.01572 0 0 0.00285 0 0 0.08942** 0.02965* 0 0 0.00178 0 0.00576 0 0 0.01309 * 

 
Miranda Bragança Braga Porto Viana Vila Real Guarda Viseu Judeus Aliste B.Duero Benavente C. Pan Sanabria Sayago Asturias Galicia 

NE 
Castile 

NW  
Castile 

Miranda * 
                  

Bragança 0.02348* * 
                 

Braga 0.03931** 0.00379 * 
                

Porto 0.01147* 0.00142 0.01069* * 
               

Viana 0.02399* 0.00224 0.00878 0 * 
              

Vila Real 0.01946* 0.00263 0.01280 0.00355 0.00635 * 
             

Guarda 0.03242* 0.00640 0.01211 0.00330 0 0 * 
            

Viseu 0 0 0.00619 0 0.00824 0.00578 0.01848 * 
           

Judeus 0.07425** 0.03296** 0.04162** 0.03743** 0.01407* 0.03683* 0.01731 0.05745** * 
          

Aliste 0.05280** 0.03213* 0.02876* 0.01806* 0.02349* 0.03743* 0.02389 0.03184* 0.05363** * 
         

B. Duero 0 0.00017 0.01953 0 0.00152 0 0 0 0.04534* 0.01916 * 
        

Benavente 0.00049 0.00662 0.01673 0 0.00370 0.00389 0.01360 0 0.05748** 0.03169* 0 * 
       

C.Pan 0 0.00500 0.01229 0 0.00518 0 0.00926 0 0.05977** 0.03197* 0 0 * 
      

Sanabria 0.04151** 0.00565 0.00670 0.00051 0.00139 0.00763 0 0.01071 0.02210* 0.00461 0.00208 0.01374 0.01217 * 
     

Sayago 0.03621* 0.00769 0 0.00252 0 0.00842 0 0.00550 0.02466* 0.00409 0.00380 0.00879 0.00703 0 * 
    

Asturias 0.03351* 0 0.00379 0 0 0 0 0.00776 0.02646 0.00432 0 0.00011 0 0 0 * 
   

Galicia 0.01377* 0 0.00135 0 0 0 0 0 0.03097** 0.01882* 0 0.00073 0 0 0 0 * 
  

NE CAstile 0 0.02672* 0.04687* 0.02176* 0.03366* 0.02411* 0.04495* 0 0.09400** 0.08174** 0.00392 0.00198 0 0.06051** 0.05346* 0.05078* 0.02011* * 
 

NW  Castile 0.02319* 0.00124 0.00747 0.00063 0.00566 0.00599 0.00521 0 0.03947** 0.03300* 0 0 0.00030 0.00239 0 0 0.00022 0.02748* * 

Table S6 – Matrix of the Fst genetic distances. All the statistical significant values are highlighted in bold. Those significant (P<0.05) were labelled with an asterisk and those 

values that remain significant after the Bonferroni correction (P<0.005) with two asterisks. The data was accessed through 9 common haplogroups. 
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Table S7 – Matrix of the Rst genetic distances within R1b1 haplogoup. All the statistical significant values are highlighted in bold. Those significant (P<0.05) were labelled 

with an asterisk and those values that remain significant after the Bonferroni correction (P<0.005) with two asterisks. These calculi were achieved through 10 Y-STRs loci. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Miranda Bragança Judeus Aliste B. Duero Benavente C. Pan Sanabria Sayago Braga Guarda Porto Viana Viseu Vila Real Asturias Galicia 

NE 
Castile 

NW  
Castile 

Miranda *                   

Bragança 0.00444 *                  

Judeus 0.03749* 0.00499 *                 

Aliste 0 0.00193 0.03571 *                

B. Duero 0 0 0.02765 0 *               

Benavente 0.01481 0.00663 0.04785* 0.01860 0 *              

C. Pan 0 0 0.02561 0 0 0 *             

Sanabria 0.03248* 0.01956 0.04630* 0 0 0.01685 0.00575 *            

Sayago 0 0.00437 0.07747* 0 0 0 0 0.01157 *           

Braga 0.00282 0.00082 0.01470 0 0.01263 0.00237 0 0.00858 0 *          

Guarda 0.06056** 0.02117 0.06194* 0.04644* 0 0.03414 0.01948 0.00742 0.07257* 0.05848* *         

Porto 0.00581 0.00123 0.03471* 0.00621 0 0 0 0.00544 0.00048 0.00386 0.01715 *        

Viana 0.03842* 0.00766 0.06038* 0.04266* 0.00099 0 0 0.03315* 0.03003 0.03160* 0.01833 0.00585 *       

Viseu 0.00282 0 0.04713* 0.01962 0 0 0 0.02120 0 0.00341 0.02741 0 0.00905 *      

Vila Real 0.06058** 0.01334 0.05239* 0.03699 0 0.02453 0.00740 0.00901 0.03312 0.03438* 0 0.00620 0.01662 0 *     

Asturias 0.02615 0 0.07221* 0.01326 0 0 0 0 0 0.01153 0 0 0 0 0 *    

Galicia 0.00565 0 0.01686 0.00021 0 0.00628 0 0.00608 0.00822 0.00420 0.00557 0 0.00687 0 0.00823 0 *   

NE Castile 0 0 0.00870 0.00154 0 0 0 0.02389 0.00084 0.00619 0.03493 0 0 0 0.03497* 0.00278 0 *  

NW  Castile 0.03339** 0.00990 0.05770* 0.02063 0 0 0 0.01076 0 0.01462 0.01995 0.00023 0.01043 0 0 0 0.00968 0.01263 * 
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Table S8 – AMOVA results. All the statistical significant values are highlighted in bold (P<0.05). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grouping and source of variation Y-SNP (%) Significance test (P-value) Y-STR (%) Significance test (P-value) 

Linguistic distiction: Leonese/Portuguese/Castilian 
    

Among groups 0.25 0.06277+-0.00264 0.31 0.02495+-0.00140 

Among populations w ithin groups 0.28 0.19525+-0.00410 0.43 0.02901+-0.00163 

Within populations 99.47 0.08980+-0.00307 99.25 0.00267+-0.00044 

Geographic distinction: Portugal/Spain/Miranda     

Among groups 0.12 0.23396+-0.00408 0.22 0.13208+-0.00336 

Among populations w ithin groups 0.37 0.15604+-0.00362 0.50 0.01921+-0.00158 

Within populations 99.51 0.09030+-0.00247 99.28 0.00228+-0.00046 

Miranda/Spain 
    

Among groups 1.01 0.36376+-0.00506 1.02 0.27089+-0.00438 

Among populations w ithin groups 0.72 0.09515+-0.00290 0.65 0.03743+-0.00202 

Within populations 98.26 0.03287+-0.00191 98.33 0.00446+-0.00068 

Miranda/Portugal 
    

Among groups 1.36 0.12891+-0.00314 1.55 0.12673+-0.00337 

Among populations w ithin groups 0.01 0.46950+-0.00545 0.34 0.13931+-0.00315 

Within populations 98.64 0.19792+-0.00391 98.11 0.00960+-0.00092 

Miranda/Leonese 
    

Among groups 2.07 0.16653+-0.00352 2.54 0.16248+-0.00358 

Among populations w ithin groups 0.48 0.27485+-0.00433 0.55 0.15782+-0.00371 

Within populations 97.44 0.03574+-0.00194 96.91 0.00099+-0.00030 

Miranda/Zamora 
    

Among groups 1.04 0.42851+-0.00504 1.13 0.28426+-0.00442 

Among populations w ithin groups 1.14 0.10673+-0.00321 0.70 0.10465+-0.00297 
Within populations 97.82 0.02277+-0.00144 98.17 0.01149+-0.00116 

No grouping 
    

Among populations 0.44 0.08693+-0.00255 0.63 0.00277+-0.00049 
Within populations 99.56 

 
99.37 

 


